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Weather
Tuesday -Light Rain -40's
Tuesday night -cloudy -20's
Wednesday - cl earing - 40's
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Thomson -- UNH
must trim budget

_University
won't lease
housing

By Marion Gordon

he had requested the Federal
Gov. Meldrim Thomson said, in government to cease func~ing the
effect, that he will not support the Sea Grant projects had anything
University's 64 mijlion budget to do with a recent environmental
req~est for state funds and that impact study of the Seabrook
he continues his support for the nuclear power plant undertaken
Seabrook nuclear power plant in by members of a student projects
a speech to about 150 peoole in the . group.
Strafford Room ·of the MUB
Thomson also said he objected
Friday night.
to the use of federal funds for a
Thomson said the University

will have to "streamline the increase" in the budget to about six
per cent unless the state could get
other sources of revenue from
either a sales or income tax.
Thomson said he would veto any
such tax.
"If we don't have the money we
can't go forward with that
budget,'' Thomson said.
Thomson denied a rumor that

recent

taxation

poll

By Marion Gordon
The on-campus housing shortage will not be eased by efforts
to house students in Universityleased off-campus facilities due
to past financial disasters in that
~re~,

of

southeastern New Hampshire
residents by political science
professor David Moore done in
connection with the Sea grant
Projects at UNH.
Thomson did not deny the
charge that he had requested the
federal government to stop funding the projects. how~ver.

THOMSON, page 4

Carter edges Ford
in survey of students
By Matt Vita

, the polled students' support comIn a voting survey of 318 pared t-0 just 8.9 per cent for
University students conducted by ·Thomson.
The
New
Hampshire,
In a survey of just New HampDemocratic Presidential can- shire voters, Carter received
didate Jimmy Carter received a more support than Ford, ·.even
slim 2.8 per cent margin of sup- though New Hampshire is
port over Republican incumbant allegedly
a· conservative,
President Gerald Ford,
Republican state.
Carter received 33.8 per cent of - Carter got 36.2 per cent of the
the vote of all in-state-and out-of- New Hampshire vote while Ford
state students polled, compared received 29.8 per cent. However,
to 30.85 per cent for Ford.
Ford got nine per cent more of
In the New Hampshire guber~ the vote of non-New Hampshire
natorial survey, Democratic students polled than Carter, 34
challenger
Harry
Spanos per cent to 25 per cent.
received an overwhelming
In both the Presidential and
majority of support over incum- gubernatorial races there
bant Gov. Meldrim Thomson.
Spanos received &1.2 per cent ·of SURVEY, page 4

Gov.Meldrim Thomson received so much heckling
at his Friday night MUB appearance that UNH
President Eugen e Mi II s ha d to int erv en e (above).
After things quieted down, Thom son spoke briefly
_and answered questions. (Wayne King photos)

~ooording

to Director of

Residential Life David Bianco.
The University · lost over
$1~000
after leasing the
Sheraton-Meadowbrook motel in
Portsmouth, Sawyer Mansion
and Garrison Hill in Dover, and
Webster House in Durham.
Bianco said the bulk of the
losses resulted from renting the
Sheraton-Meadowbrook and
Sawyer Mansion. Bianco did-not
have the exact figures broken
down.
Bianco said there were three
outcomes of the losses : the
10,500 limit on enrollment, the
buildingof the mini-dorms and a
stricter room-draw procedure.
The University had to lease
furniture for the dwellipgs and
picked up transportation costs to
and from campus.
"It depleted our reserves,"
Bianco said.
Losses from the Garrison Hill
Apartments in Dover were approximately $30.000 over a three
year period 0973-1976), Most of
the money lost was spent on fire
and safety improvements
required by law and damages
resulting from the collapse of a
balcony last year in which five
UNH students were injured.
The owner of Webster House,
Ernest Cutter Jr. of Durham,
said the University paid close to
$40,000 not including safety and
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Anti-nuke forces
hold energy fair

An in vent or of a solar h ea tin g unit explains his creation to a vi sit or a t Sa tu rd a y 'salt ern a ti v e energy fair. <Wayne Lundblad photo)

By Ka tie McClare
Approximately 13~0 people
from throughout New England
·gathered at Hampton Beach
State Park Saturday in 30 degree
temperatures to prote$t construction of the Seabrook nuclear
power plant. Workshops, demonstration booths, speakers and a
bicycle parade to the site of the
plant marked · the first day of a
two-day anti-nuclear power
protest sponsored by the Clamshell Alliance.
Unlike the Clamshell's Aug. 22
demonstration at the site when
180 protesters were arrested,
there were no confrontations with
police this time. Cathy Wolff of
the press committee said, "We
initially planned for a mass occupation but we decided to wait
until spring."
.A press release _issued by the

Clamshell Alliance named as the
purpose of the weekend
"illustration of the facts concerning natural energy sources. In
concert with conservation, these
sources make all further- nuclear
construction in the United States
_
totally unnecessary."
Press committee member
Harvey Wasserman said, " If
construction continues we will
occupy the site in May. "
Wasserman said they wanted
time for "more organization .
Also, we feel events in this country may occur to prevent further
construction by then. Nuclear
power is dying and people are
beginning to realize that it is
catastrophic."
Featured speakers were Leo

SEABROOK. page 5
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Sold

Buffalo

Nick Karabelas
has owned the Keg
Room and Pizza Den
since 1965. Next week,
however, he's selling
them to Matthew
Cu-tter. Read about
it on page3.

T·wo of today's entertainment stories
conc~rn musicians
from Buffa lo. The
Buffalo Philharmonic Orchestra and
pianist John Vally.
See p a g es l Oa n d 11.

Exercise
Trainer Larry
Briand
has
d ev eloped a p rog ra m
to help keep the
b a sk et b a II tea m on
thecourt, free from
injuries. See the
story, page 16.
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-News Briefs
Intoxication
Henry i Frederick m. a r.esident of Williamson Hall char..ged
wit!1 public intoxication and criminal mischief fof attempting to
knock d9wn a tent by the mini-dorms early Sunday morning Oct.
17, was arraigned Friday in Durham District Court.
Frederick pleaded not guilty to both charges which are
misdemeanors. He also waived his right to a hearing~ He was
found guilty on both charges,was fined $50 and given a 15 day
su.spended sentence in the Strafford County House of Correction
in Dover with a one year conditional discharge.

Mt.

~ ashington

More people have been killed in search of recreation on Mt.
Washington than anywhere else in the world--83 since 1889. Winds
on the mountain reach hurricane force on the average of every
other day. The fastest recorded wind on the earth was clocked at
Mt. Washington-·240mph.

Atomic

dang~r

Two Federal agencies and health scientists are reviewing a
Government-financed study about the death of atomic workers.
The study is based on the death certificates -0f 3,883 atomic
workers who died between 1944 and 1972. It concludes th:it occupational radiation exposure well below Government standards
resul(s in some increase in cancer deaths. If variTied, the report
could have a far reaching impact on the use of nuclear power, and'
il)dustry which employs about 85,000 employees nation-wide that
may be exposed to radiation.

Pleas not guilty
Robert Rocheford, 23, of Lowell, Mass. pleaded not guilty to
charges of criminal trespassing and criminal threatening at his
arraignment heariilg on Oct. 1!). Rocheford was arrested Oct. 14
in Fairchild Half, where he allegedly ran through the halls ripping
off memo pads and :;caring residents. He w.as due to appear in
c'Cmrt on Oct. 22, but his case has been rescheduled for Friday,
Oct. 29. Both charges are misdemeanors, carrying a nia~imum
penalt~ of oi:ie year in jail and/or a $1,000 fine.

Four missing
Coast Guard vessels and a helicopter failed to reveal any sign of
survivors from a boat five people were fishingfromoff Ports. mouth N.H. Saturday. The body of 14-year-old BrendaPoaosl\.y
of Manchester, N.H. was found early Sun9ay morning about six
miles east of Cape Neddick, Maine, and a mile south of Boone
Island. Also recovered were five lifejackets.
Missing are John Podosky, 43, the father of Brenda; Michael
Gardner, 18, from Bristol, Pa.; Robert Dustin, 37, and his 11-yearold son, Robert Jr., of Manchester.
The day-long search ended Sunday ·at dusk and "will not be
resumed unless new evidence is found," said Coast Guard
spokesman Carl Backman.

Women's Center
remains anonymous
0

"I've never heard of it."
This is the answer that the women who organize programs at
the UNH Women's Cent~r expect from students here. They
feel a need to "become more
visible," and to deal with negative feelings women have about
feminism.
To the outsider, the Center's
rule against afiowing men in the
meeting room might seem clubbish. The women explain that
this lends itself to the purpose of
the Women's Center: to provide
a place where women can explore women's issues and examine their place in society.
Towards this end they organize
women's support groups and
supply resource materials"
The Women's Center located
on the edge of Forest Park, was
founded in 1971. Its members
·are all UNH students, either full
~time or DCE. It does not receive
Student Activity Tax funding ..
This may be because of the "no
men" rule, which is in violation
of Title IX.
Kim Cappel said this rule was
made by the original core group
·which founded the Women's
Center. "We decided this was a

Sea Grant
The Federal government has temporarily suspended funds for
a UNH project designed to study seacoast planning. The project
is heaped by Professor David ·Moore of the political science
department.
The estimated budget for follow-up work on the. project was
$10,000.
Governor Meldrim Thomson has criticizeda survey included in
that project which questioned seacoast residents' views on income and sales taxes and their party affiliation.
Moore had no comment on the Federal government's decision
to suspend funds for the project.
Secretary of Commerce Elliott Richardson wrote Thomson last
week that.the funds had been suspended until the project could be
reviewed further.

WOMEN'S CENTER, page 6

Student Jlldiciary ·Board
chooses f acuity members
By Mike Minigan

Eight of the required ten
faculty members were recently
named to the University
Judiciary Board last week,
paving the way for that body to
begin proceedings.

Brown, assistant professor of
political science.
Forbes said that the two
remaining positions on the Area I
and Area III boards would be
filled ''hopefully by the beginning
of next week."

"We 're just happy that

Di:ugs
The Atlantic coast of Colombia has turned into a terrorized
region of criminal organizations, violent Indians and corrupt officials where the law is weak and life is cheap because of vast
amounts of drug smuggling.
Colombia authorities and United States narcotics agents are attempting to stop the traffic of cocaine and mariju<!na flowing
through ports to the United States and Europe. They are stopping
less then 10 per cent of the flow, however, because the criminal
organizations are more advanced technically and far richer than
the law-enforcement agencies.

good idea: there is really no
place just for women."
An unidentified female student said, "It's good to have a
place for women to ~o, but
there's no 'male center here."
The women admit that this "women only" rule may be keeping
women from involvement. But
they feel it is a result of men's
reactions to the rule, not women's. "Most women are still
identified with men. They don't
want to get involved because of
what their man might say/' said
a member.
"I do pretty well," said a student who asked to remain unidentified. "I don't really think
the University needs a Women's
Center. I've been treated pretty
fairly, relative to marks. If J
wanted to eet involved in it l
would. But I don't think men
are holding me back."
Another student, sophmore
Barbara Acosta, disagreed, "I
think enough women use it for it
to be valuable/' She felt its purpose is "support _~nd information."
''Women bring to the Center
whatever interests them," said

the board will finally be seated."
"We're ready to go," Dean of
Bonnie Newman said
yesterday. "We were striving 'l
get the board operating very
early in October, but with the
opening of school and the confusion involved th~re, that was
not possible."
According to Phyllis Forbes,
.assistant to UNH President
Eugene Mills, those faculty
members named to the central
board were John Yount,
professor of English, and Frank
Repka, assistant professor of
Animal Science.
Named to the Appeals Board
were: Pauline Soukaris, chairman of social service, James
Pollar, associate professor of
plant science, Edward Pierce,
assistant dean of Health Studies
and Arthur Borror, professor ot
zoology..
Also named to the Area II
judiciary board was Warren
Students~

"We work through the department chairmen,'' Forbes said.
"Some of the names submitted to
me originally were overcommitted so I went to soem of the Deans
and chairmen and asked for
suggestions."
She said that her information
records were not complete until
"a Week and a half ago."
There ha<1 oeen some concern
in the Student Government that
the delay in naming the faculty
members would hinder the performance of the board.
"We expected the board to be
seated by Oct. 1, ''.said Rich Mori,
vice president for special
assignment.
"It took a l-0t of time on our part
to sefoct the student members
and we wanted them to do a good
job because we felt that this job
haa not been done well m me
past."
But he added, "We're just hap-

py that the board will finally be
seated."
Newman said that there was no
pre-set deadline for the naming of
the faculty members and noted
that due to the number of other
University standing committees
to be named ·at the beginning of
the school year, the date the
faculty members were appointed
is not unreasonable.
Due to the delay in the
proceedings of the board, all
dedsions are made by the Deans
office. Newman said that this has
applied ".Just once so far this
semester."" That decision, as are
all decisions, are subject to appeal.
"We're just waiting for DRAC
to submit their names for the
Area Boards," Newman said.
"When that occurs, the whole
process can begin."
According to DRAC Chairman
Bob Millen, that resp<)nsjbility
has been "delegated to the indivdual area President's Councils.
"There is a time delay there
though," Millen said. "All the
Presidents Councils are new this
year and are going through their
initial steps of cohesion and confusion."
Millen said that the positions
for the area boards had been advertised in every area and the official naming should be complete
"next week, or in two weeks at
the latest.''

Swine flu shots

An old barn and: ,weathervane in Hillsboro is silhouetted against billewy,
autumn clouds. <Wa'yneKing photo)
,

Swine Flu inoculations will be administered to all UNH students
faculty or staff who are over 18 years old and desire them.
friday, Oct. 29, in the Lundholm Gymnasium at the Field House.
The shots will be given from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Two different types of vaccine will be given. A bivalent shot will
be given to people 55 years old and over and to those with chronic
diseases. It will protect them from Victoria Flu and Swine Flu. A
monovalent shot will be given to people 18 to 54 years old and in
good health. This shot is effective only against Swine Flu. Last
year the ' Victoria Flu was responsible for over 12,000 deaths.
It is possible that the average person already, has natural
protection against Victoria Flu since so many people had the
disease last year and are immune.
It is unlikely that most people have any natural protection
against the Swine Flu because it has not caused a wide spread
human outbreak in 45 years.
Most people will not have: any side effects from the shot. Some
people will have tenderness at the site of U:ie shot, and or fever,
c.hills, beadache, and muscle ache within the first 48 hours after
the shot, however.
People who have a fever, an allergy to eggs, are under 18, or
have received another vaccine within the last two weeks should
consult their doctors before having their shots, since they may be
hazardOus to them. .
If side effects are felt after the shots are administered they can
be treated with plenty of fluids, rest, and aspirin.
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Due to .suicide

Death of Gherman
shocks U uiversity
By Katie M cCl a re

When English professor Les
Fisher walked into Dawn Gherman 's English class ·Friday morning, he didn 't seem to be looking
forward to it.
He wasn't.
~ ·u is my sad and unfortunate
task, " he told them in a slow,
quiet voi~e., ••of informing you
that Professor Gherman died
yesterday afternoon."
There was no sound except the . .
short gasp of shock from the
twenty-five students. All eyes
focused on Fisher as he delivered
his brief eulogy of the Eriglish
professor who had spent so little
time at UNH. Their faces
revealed the shock of losini?
someone they knew, if .only for a
semester.

His own voice was fearful as he
told them of the death. "She died
of an overdose . of medically
prescribed drugs," he said. "She
was found Tuesday in her apartment. after apparently having
taken the drugs. She passed away
after two and a half days on a
respirator and oscilloscope.··
State police officials later
revealed the cause of death was
suicide, and that .Gherman had
left a suicide note. .
Funeral services were held
Saturday morning in Waterville,
Maine . Gherman had been
teaching English there at Colby .
College before ~oming to UNH
two months ago.
GHERMAN, page 14

Odiorne St a t e Park in Rye is fa m ou s a m on g UNH students for its bunkers. But
walk a bit further and alas, a beautiful view as well. <B~ll Kelton photo)

•

Women's Clinic offers gynecological services
study students, pre-existing per- day, he saut.
By Win Helfrich
contraceptive programs in presence of another female durThe clinic, in focusing patients dorms.
The waiting period for a rou- sonnel are used," she said.
ing the exam·, None of those
Cavanaugh said that the ap- and personnel in the same area,
tine gynecological appointment
Cavanaugh said she is working functions reuires a RN," said
is down from four weeks as it pointments and counseling are "allows for a health team ap- through the RA st.aff in the Stevenson.
was last semester to less than free, but that patien~ must pay proach," said Dr, Stevenson. dorms to set up schedules for
Dr. Stevenson described the
two weeks due to the opening of for any lab work pregnancy test- Previously, women's services the VD and contraceptive pro- work-study staff as "high caliber
the Women's Clinic on the sec- ing, uring and blood· work, pap were scattered through Hood grams. These programs, which -type people" who .were
ond floor of Hood House this smears and contraceptive appli- House, an inefficient system that she hopes will begin this month, "thoroughly indoctrinated to the
semester.
importance of absolute confidThe clinic offers complete
entiality."
.
health care to University · wo- "The keystone of the success of the clinic is that
The pilot program is not a part
men. The services include rouof the University training, but
tine exams, contraception, pregwe try to be considerate of the patient's feelings." Dr. Stevenson considers it an ednancy testing, VDJ;esting, family
ucational experience "for
planning, gynecological exams,
women in the nursing departcounseling, and teaching. The ances such as an IUD or a dia- created delays, he said.
are open to all interested Univer- ment or allied health fields." He
Clinic hours are 8 a.m .-noon 1 phragm
The clinic is a recognition of sity persons•
said they are "actively looking
.-p.m .-4:30 p.m. weekdays.
"Still in the discussion stage is for another work-study stuTwo clinicians, Dr. Stevenson the woman student's need for
Dr . Gratton Stevenson said and Nurse Practitioner Dorothy . privacy. Instead of last semes- an outreach program in regard to dent."
that unwanted pregnancies are Roux, are seeing patients. Cava- ter's procedure of waiting in the vaginal ·irritations and infecCavanaugh said she was im..:
down 50 per cent from his first" naugh said she could not specify downstairs waiting room for an tions," said Cavanaugh. pressed with the cheerfulness ..of
year at UNH. Dr. Stevenson, in the number of patients the clinic appointment to see Dr. Steventhe clinic. "Everyone seems to
his fourth year here, said that can treat in one day. She said,.. son, women go straight up to the
''The use of three work-study enjoy working there," she said.
the gynecological .seririce is well ''The time per student depends clinic and make all gynecological students in the clinic is a pilot
Dr. Stevenson said, "The keyused, and that demand has on the problem. Appointments appointments through Cindy program designed to speed up stone of the success of the clinic
grown every year he has been range from 15 minutes to an Sloat, the medical secretary.
the services to women and is that vve try to be considerate
here
hour, depending on the· proCavanaugh said although the decrease the delay in making ap- of the patient's feelings."
The clinic needs no new fund- blem."
He stressed that the Women's
clinic focuses on women, out- pointments and being seen," acing, according to nursing superClinic deals with all women's
Dr. Stevenson stressed that . reach programs are designed to cording to Dr. Stevenson.
visor and official Hood House "all emergencies, pressing com- include men. These programs,
The work-study students per- problems: breast, menstrual and
spokeswoman Barbara Cava- plaints, and serious illnesses are _conducted outside Hood House, form small necessary tasks, ac- regular exams." It is not just a
naugh. No new equipment was seen within two days." Possible include the contraceptive lec- cording to Dr. Stevenson. "Also sex-oriented contraceptive clinpurchased. "Outside of work
·.
pregnancies are seen the same tures givenMondays and VD and they reassure the patient by the ic .. " he said.

The Board of Trustees:
Just who are they?

Two town bars
sold to Cutter

Doug Lavin and Mike
Kelly
The New Hamp:;tlire, in an effort t.o
inform the University on who and
what the University Trustees are, will
nm these profilesfrom time to time.
D.Alan Rock
State Senator D. Alan Rock is
By

By Robert McCormack.

Several businesses in Durham will change
ownership on Nov. 1.
Matthew Cutter of Durham plans to buy the
Keg Room and Pizza Den, both owned by Paul
Vachon. Also being sold to Cutter is the Chestnut Apartments Complex on Main Street owned
by Karabelas.
Cutter said he will retain Vachon as general
manager of the Pizza Deri, the Keg Room and
Scorpio!s. Vachon said' there would be only a
few changes in the three restaurants. The Pizza
Den will have a delivery service and Scorpio's
will introduce a new food line. Prices will
remain the same at all three places.
Neither Karabelas nor Cutter would disclose
the prices the business were sold for .
Karabelas said that the Pizza Den-is running in
the black and his main reason for selling the
business is to have more free time. Karabelas
said he is in the process of building a condominium in Greece. ·
The Pizza Den opened in 1965 and the Keg
Room in 1968. According to .Karabelas, the Keg
Room was the first bar in Durham. Scorpio's
has been in existence for two years. It was formel'ly known as Landlubber East and before ·
that as the Ugly Mug.
Cutter, whose father owns a local

·characterized by his continued
public service for the people of
New Hampshire. As he explains
it, "I don 't hunt, fish or play golf.
My spare time is dedicated to
service, both to UNH as a trustee
and the State Senate." Senator
Rock is a partner in the ownership of ra dio station WSMN in
Nashua, as well as being the
Station's general manager. He is
also the editor and publisher of
the Broadcaster, a weekly
newspaper with a circulation of
43.000.

distributing company and oil service as well as

other property in Durham, said that as new
owner of Chestnut Apartments he wants 'to
stay away from raising the rent," but will consider changing the length of the leases from one.
sem~ter to a year.

Nick Kara be.las outside the old est
drinking emporium in Durham. <Ed
Acker photo)
·

His post as State Senator is a
full time job .when the senate is in
session, taking up three or four
days a week. Senator Rock is
very proud of his sponsorship of
Senate Bill 57, which provided for
$1,200,000 in aid for in-state
students this year.
Senator Rock's position as
trustee takes up four more days a
month of his busy schedule. On
his position, he said, "As a parent
of two students at UNH, David, a
senior, - and Kathleen, a freshman, I feel that to be able to give

service as a trustee is an important part of my life."
Rock commends the student
representative system at UNH as
well as students in general. "The
clothing and life styles of students
ts have changed through the
years but they are of the same
high caliber they have always
been.''
. When asked to comment on the
parietals discussion at UNH,
Rock explained it was a
hypothetical question whether
the Board of Trustees would ever·
deal with it and since he had not
been asked to give the discussion
any consideration . he would
rather not comment.
Serving his last year as trus.tee.
Rock is also up for re~election as
State Senator Nov. 2. He feels
that his record will aid his campaign, and he said "I hope th~
voters will keep me in politics ...
Paul J. Hollowa\·

Paul J. Holloway. 'an auto
dealer in Exeter. .is man interested in UNH and considers

a

himself "very fortunate to be a p-

pointed as a trustee... He is a
busy man, playing tennis every
morning at 6:30. director of a
bank, on the board of directors of
a local tennis club. organizer of a
TRUSTEES, page 4
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Thomson at UNH
THOMSON

continued from page 1
Appealing to worries over
higher gas and electric bill,
Thomson said Seabrook would
benefit from "All the technique
and experience of 61 .other plants
in the Us.··
Thomson's remarks about
Seabrook were received with
jeers and catcalls by members of
the audience. About 20 _people
from Students Against Nuclear
Energy tSANE > and the Clamshell Alliance were present with
signs denouncing the Governor.
Hecklers shouted phrases such as
"conservation" and "safe
energy .. , causing Thomson to

The New Hampshire

Presidential debates.
Thomson said he favors · the
sale of electricity. He said
''conservation alone will not
produce enough money and jobs
for the country."
Thomson passed over concerns
regarding nuclear: waste disposal
by advocating storage of
plutonium in salt mines. "There
isn't a single rota of evidence of
damage to the environment
<from nuclear plants),'' Thomson
said.
He said state and federal agencies have been testing New Hampshire milk for dangerous levels
of radioactivity. When pressed to
name specific agencies, Thomson
did not.
Thomson defended his support
of education citing a 61 per cent

stop hh; 1;peech a nurn her of

increase

times.
Twicf during Thomson's
speech, UNH President Eugene
Mills interrupted the vocal
audience to urg-e them to uphold
UNH's reputation as "an open
forum."
At one point, Thomson said, ''I
see no reason to continue." Mills
quieted the audience and Thomson was persuaded to continue.
"I have made no bones about
levelling with people on nucle~r
energy," said Thomson. "If you
don't like it you have the means
to do something about it." He was
referring to the upcoming elections.
Thomson
defended New
Hampshire's low taxes calling
the state "a favorable- climate
which attracts business.''
Thomson, who was 20 minutes
late ln starting gave a 15 minute
orPnared speech and then c~1t the
que;tim and· affiWer ~od short
at 9:30 b€'-ause ofthe start of th<!

education mostly in the form of 20
proposed vocational regional
high schools.
Thomson spent most of his
prepared speech giving an
historical analysis of New Hampshire's role as a "sovereign and
independent state.''
x He said New Hampshire was
the first to protest taxation and
he urged everyone to read the
state constitution where "the
rules of the game are se_t forth.''
He applauded the state's
reputation of standing · up to the
Federal government, most
recently when the Coast Guard
attemped to take over jurisdiction of lakes Winnepesaukee and
Winnisquam and the Merrimack
River.
''If yo~ know the rules you can
change the things you want in the
right way, by ballots instead of
bullets," Thomson said.
The speech was sponsored by
the UNH Republican Club.

in

public

a.id

in-state and
out-of-state
,, combined

to

Guheniatorial

in-state

1

other 4.96° / 0

•

24 °/ 0

Thirty per cent of students
polled @re still undecided
voters at UNH. Nation-wide polls
SURVEY
reveal that 15 per cent of the
continued from page 1
voters are still undecided.
remains a large percentage of
uncommited or undecided voters
Many of the students who
at UNH. Thirty per cent of the
commented on why they were
voters polled replied they had not
going to vote felt it was their duty
yet decided between Ford and
to - vote in the election. One
Carter. Twenty-five per cent had student wrote, ~·1 believe it is my
not yet decided between Thomson
responsibility to participate in
choosing who is going to govern
and Spanos.
us. If I'm going to complain, I
This survey was conducted on
want to be able to say I tried to
Wednesday, Oct. 20, two days
get somebody else, at least."
before the fin al televised
Wesley M. ·owen, a student
Presidential debate. It remains
to be seen whether the outcome of from New Hampshire, said it was
the debate, generally regarded as . not only his right to vote, "but a
a tie, will have any affect on the responsibility that an individual
large uncommitted block of must exercise as often as possible

The University System list of faculty eligible
for membership in the faculty collective bargaining unit does not contain any lecturers.
All full-time lecturers should send their name
to the AAUP Membership Committee c/o:
Dick Kaufmann, Physics Department,
before Oct. 28, 1976 in order that their name
be included on the AAUP Iist.

But

survey results

Presidential

Important Notice: Lecturers

n~toJ~
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with as much knowledge as
possible.''
The survey was conducted
between 11 a.m. and 1 p.m. at
three locations -- the MUB
cafeteria, Philbrook Dining Hall,
and Huddleston Dining Hall.
All of the voters polled
who were figured into these percentages replied that they intended to vote on Tuesday, Nov. 2.
Fi.fteen per cent of the voters
polled who were of voting age said
they did not plan to vote . .tt.easons
varied from 'tapathy" to the fact
that it was "too hard to get
registered."

Trustee profiles

NOBODY
•

carrtej a

larger

J~/eclion · o/

CORDUROYS
and JEANS
And now we have every color Levi makes
in straights & ·11airs
E •c1t1nt fashions for men.
women 8r c:tt 1ldren
8.ur4

or

A1111•r11 · ' " '

M,",,1,, n."'I''

MurttHI Ch,Hqt.•

TRUSTEES,
continued from page 3

recent hockey tournament, as
well as being involved in
numerous community activities.
One of his main interests in
UNH is the student body itself ..
Comparing the students of today
to his former classmates at Temple University in Philadelphia, he
said ''The kids . today are
brighter, more aware and more
concerned about things. They are
a little unrealistic, but thats the
way they should be at that age.
Looking at the University as a
whole, Holloway said that "The
University should strive for
things that may not be able to be
achieved
immediatly."
Specifically, Holloway spoke on
the relatively low state budgeting the University has to work
with. "We really have to fight like
hell to get o'!r share.'' He quickly
added that "we do as well if not
better than could be _expected
with the money given to us.''
Holloway expressed concern
for retirement programs for
school employees, continuing
ed_ucation of elderly people, and
most of all the problem of
women's rights. "Does the
. University have an external
public relations policy and a contrasting internal policy for hiring
women?" he asks. Commenting
on possible resistance of womens
rights by men, Holloway said
"You and I and alot of other J?;uys

have to face up to if sooner or
later."
·

Harold Hyde

Harold Hyde, president of ,
Plymouth State College and
trustee of the University system,
plans to retire as president of
Plymouth on June 30th. Although
he admits that he will miss the
daily challenges that go with the
job, Hyde says he is "looking
forward a great deal to
retirement." He and his wife plan
to work on the house they have
just bought, and to travel a lot,
something they have not have
had time for in a long time.
Hyde's professional career has
been a long one. He has a B.S.
from Harwick College, a M.S.
from Albany State College, and a
Ph. D. from New York Univer:..
sit.y. He has held a number of jobs
over the years, most in the field
of educ a ti on, and served in an
administrative capacity for the
New Hampshire Department of
Education before being president
of Plymouth State in 19.51.
Although he feels that students
today are different than those he
attended school with, he believes
that the difference is a good one.
"Todays generation of students is
much more cosmopolitan--they
are interested in a much wider
spectrum of things than students
of my generation were:"
He adds that, although students
today are not as willing to serve
authority, they do respect "understanding of why things should
be done, as long as the reasons
are· explained to them."
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campus calendar

Energy
Fair

TUESDAY, Oc tober 26
HUMANITIES LECTURE: "The_ Crisis of 5th Century
Athens: Euripides and Socrates," John Kayser, Political
Science Dept., Richards Auditorium Murkland, 11 a.m.12:30 p.m.
•

SEABROOK
continued from page 1

ORGANIC SEMINAR: "Aromatic Silicon Heterocydes Myth or Reality," by Ernest Linek, Chemistry Dept., Parsons Hall, Room L-103,.from 11 a.m.-12 noon.

Goodman, a former aide to the
late president of the United Auto
Workers Walter Reuther; Sister
Rosalie Bartel, a radiation
worker studying the effects of
nuclear radiation on humans;
and Dr. Richard Grossman,
coordinator of Environmentalists
for Full Employment.
Two Seabrook residents read a ·
petition from town residents condemning the plant.
Also at the rally was a group of
15 Indians from Ganienkeh, a
Mohawk community in Plattsburgh, NY. They were there to
announce

MEN'S INTERCOLLEGIATE
Memorial Field, 3 p.m.

SOCCER:

Plymouth,

WOMEN'S INTERCOLLEGIATE FIELD HOCKEY: Keene
Varsity & Jr. Varsity, Memorial Field, 3:30 p.m,..
WOMEN'S CENTER FILM: "Taking Our .Bodies Back,"
Forum Room, Dimond L.i brary, 7:30 p.m.
INTEGRITYCLUBFILM:"Lost Horizen," Murkland Hall,
Room 110, 7:30 p.m.

thoir Thankegiving

Day occupation of Plymouth
Rock and to protest "'the abuse of
the land and the continuing rape
and disfigurement of Mother
Earth,"
Goodman told the people at the
rally about a memo written by
John H. Barton of the Nuclear
Regulatory Committee which
mentioned the possibility of using
terrorism against nuclear
protesters.
The memo, dated Oct. 31, 1975,
says in part, "Detention could ·
also be used as a step in a very
troubling interrogation s;cheme
A you n g st er a t the a 1tern a ~iv e energy f air ~ d m ires
perhaps employing lie detectors
an old type of plow that gets great gas mileage.
or even torture. The normal
<Bill kelton photo)
deterrent to such practi~es- nuclear plants. "Three hundred Reports advocating construction
inadmissibility of evidence in of them were fatalities,'' he said, "disregard the problemscaused
court--would be ineffective under "300 reactor accidents, and the by human variation," she told the
conditions of nuclear emergen- balance involving releases uf rally. "We don't all react the
cy."
nuclear material and fires."
same. Some children are fitty
Goodman called president
He called society "corrupt," times as susceptible to the effects
Ford "an ignoramus" in matters saying the atomic industry had as others. No one receives an
of nuclear energy. He said that planted advocates in the average dose, no one feels
although Ford had a copy of a Supreme Court to allow plants to average effects."
report stating the hazards of fast be built. He said it may become Grossman said in response to
breeder reactors, "he has voted necessary to ''change the gover- the widely used .argument that
since for everything General nment" should nuclear construc- the plants provide jobs, "There is
Motors and the atomic industry tion nnnt.inue.
no question that they provide
has wanted.''
Bartell said nuclear plant jobs." But he said these were in
Goodman said there have been radiation can cause leukemia,
1500 reported accitiPnts involving
cancer, diabetes, and cataracts. SEABROOK, page 6

OVERNIGHT PARKING. REMINDER

"MUSO PRESENTS DICK GREGORY: Speech by the
dynamic black comedian, philosopher and political activist;
expect comments on the presidential elections. Granite State
Rm., MUB, 8 p.m. Students in advance $1.50; General and
at the door $2.
CANDIDATES NIGHT: Sponsored by Durham League of
Women Voters at Oyster River High School. 7:05-8:05 p.m.
- Strafford County Candidates; 8;15-9 p.m. - General Court
Candidates of Durham, Lee, Madbury; 9:05-10 p.m. - State
Senator & Governor's Council Candidates.
MUB PUB: Student Video Tape, 8 p.m.

WEDNESDAY, October 27
MARKETING DAY AT UNH: Sponsored by WSBE, exciting guest speakers, all UNH students and faculty
welcome~ McConnel Ha:Il, 8 a.m.-4 p.m.
SIDORE LECTURE: Vivica Lindfors in "I Am A Woman "
Johnson Theater, 8:15 p.m. 1
MUB PUB: Rick Bean, . "Funk & Bump," 8 p.m.

THURSDAY, October 28
AIP SEMINAR: "Photoelectrochemical Cells: Conversion
of Light to Electricity with Chemical· Systems," Mark ·
Wrighton, M.I.T., Parsons Hall, Room L-103, at 11 a.m.-li
noon.
THURSDAY AT ONE: "Eugene O'Neill & the Theater,"
talk by Kent Paul; guest director of the November production of O'Neill's "Anna Christie" at Theatre-by-the-Sea in
Portsmouth. Hamilton~Smith, Rm. 130at1 p.m.
UNH SYMPHONY: Jere Lantz, Conductor. Works by
Gabpeli, Corelli, Gounod, Hindemith and Haydn. Johnson
Theater, 8 p.m. (This concert replaces the Faculty Recital
originally scheduled for this date).

Overnight parking is prohibited in all University
parking areas except Lots A,· C (student section),

MUB PUB: "Nightshift Band, " 8 p.m.

D, E, and El from November l thru March 31 to
facilitate snow removal. Illegal overnight parking
will result in a $5.00 fine and will be subiecf to
tow at owner~s expense.

TtiE NEW HAMPSHIRE is published dnd dj.stributed semi-weekly
throughout the academic year. Our offices are located in the
Memorial Union Building, Durham, N.H. 03824. Phone 862-1124
or 862-1490. Yearly subscription $7.00, Second Class postage
paid at Durham, N,H. Total number of copies printed 10,500, at
castle Publications, Plaistow, N.H.

2nd COMING

UNH TRAFFIC BUREAU

·SELECT USED
CLOTHING
WATER ST.
NEWMARKET

.~

3
I Am A Woman:
Viveca Lindfors
Wednesday, October 27, 1976

Johnson Theatre
Paul Arts Center

"KEEP WARM THIS WINTER"

University of New Hampshire
Durham, New Hampshire

8:15 p.m.

"Ahighlytheatrical evening irrpeJled by woman's ancient search for
identity ... timely, unusual and exhilarating."
KEVIN KELLY, THE BOSTON GLOBE

What better way_ of describing what has become one of this country's
most criticafly acclaimed theatrical events. A journey of one woman
and many women, I AM A WOMAN goes far and penetrates deep. The
reaction is alw~ys the same-the audience i.s stimulated and drawn to
a standing ovation. An open dialogue follows the performance.

CORD AND FLANNEL SHIRTS
WOOL PANTS AND SHIRTS
WINTER COATS
NEW,_SHIPMENT OF JEANS
PLUS:

USED FURNITUJ;tE

Free and open to the public. Please be on time.

TUES_,. SAT

12 - 5:30
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GENERAL
FRESHMAN CAMP: Camp Counselor applications are
available in the Student Activites Office, MUB, Rm. 126.
Sign up now, the sooner the better. Interviews will be
October 30 to December 12.
VIDEO AWARENESS WEEK: SVTO programs playing
daily: Monday, October 25 to Friday, October 29, from
12-3 p.m. in the MUB, Commuter Lounge and Coos
Room.
·
/ VIDEO AWARENES~ NIGHT: SVTO programs include
The Prisoner, Cream, Robert Klein, National Lampoon
Show. Tuesday, October 26 from 8-12 p.m., MUB Pub.
GOURMET DINNER: Hotel Dept. presents "Dine If
You Dare," Friday, October 29 and Saturday, October 30
at 6: 30 p.m., Granite State Room, MUB.
LOST & FOUND: If you have lost anything this
semester, it may have found its way to the MUB Information Desk. Check it out.
FILM: "Jimmy Who," about the Democratic Presidential Candidate. To be shown three times between 8 & lil
p.m., Thursday, October28, Murkland, Room 110. -

ACADEMIC
OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY DEPARTMENT: Ap, pllcations for internal transfer into the sophomore class
are available at the O.T. Office, 218E Hewitt Hall. An interview with the Admissions Committee will be
sche(iUled after application and requirements are completed. Deadline: November 12.
COMPUTER COURSE: "SOS: A Text Editor," a short,
videotaped course, Tuesday, October 26.. McConnell
Hall, room 216, from 1:30-3::IDp.m.
COMPUTER PROGRAM DESCRIPTION CATALOG:
This i>ook will help you find a computer program that
suits your needs. "Descriptions of Programs on the Applications, Basic and Gaming Libraries" is available for
purchase <$1 >or perusal at the Documentation Library,
Kingsbury Hall, Rm. Ml09.
JANUARY TRIP TO SPAIN: Only $599 for 22 days of
travel, flight, hotel & breakfast. $624 after OctoBer 28.
Meeting of all interested, Thursday, October 28 at 10:15
a.m., Murkland, 2~.
COMPUTER COURSE: "An Introduction to the DEC
system-10 Computer for Beginners," Monday, Novem~
her 1 and Friday, November 5, from 8-10 a.m.,
Kings~ury Hall, Rm. 228.

Ta~. lecture, discussion, on the "ins-and-outs" of job
interviews; Thursday, October 28 at 6:30 p.m., Career
Planning & Placement, 203 Huddleston Hall.

CLUBS 8' ORGANIZATIONS
STUDENTS FOR THE UNIVERSITY: UNH official
lobbying organization seeks full-time students·
Cprimarily in-state) to help acquaint the State of N.H.
with the concerns & needs of UNH. Interested? Call
Debbie Mekalatos, 862-1945, or Greg Scott, 862-2431.
PHI SIGMA: Membership meeting, Tuesday,October 26
at 7 p.m., Merrimack Rm., MUB.
TM PROGRAM: Free introductory lecture, Wednesday,
October 'l:l at 7:30 p.m., Hamilton;Smith Hall, Room
141.
PROBATION COUNSELOR VOLUNTEERS: Training
Session, Talk on "Alcohol," by member of the Durham
Police Dept., Wednesday, October 'l:l at 7:30 p.m., Graf,
ton Rm., MUB.
INTEGRITY CLUB FILM: "Lost HOrizon," Murkland
Hall, Room 110, 7:30 p.m.
STUDENT ALCOHOLIC ASSOCIATION: Infor-·
mation/interaction session, to increase student
awareness of potential problems with alcoholism.
SA.A. moetinS'J will bo hold ovory Wodnaed.ay, 7 0:00

p.m., Hamilton Smith, Rm. 225.
AREA II PROGRAMMING BOARD: Weekly meeting,
Wednesday, Oct6ber 'l:l at 8-9 p.m., Fairchild Lounge-:.
ANIMAL INDUSTRY CLUB: Meeting, Tuesday, October 26 at 7 p.m., Kendall Rm. 202.
REC & ' PARKS STUDENT ASSOCIATION:
Organization meeting for Ha'lloween Party, Tuesday,
October 26 at 7 p.m., Hamilton-Smith 216.

CLUB SPORTS
Are you an early riser interested in club sports? Person
needed to supervise early morning (6-8 a.m.> activities.
For more information contact Pete Lodwick, 151 Field
House, or call 862-2031.
SQUASH CLUB: Meeting every Tuesday, 7-10 p.m.,
Field House. New members welcome.
WOMEN'S ICE HOCKEY: Practice begins this week,
every Monday to Thursday morning, .6: 30 a.m.

RELIGIONS

CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR CHRIST: Leadership
Training Class, "How To Establish the New Christian in
CAREER
His Faith, Part II," Wednesday, October 'l:l at 6 p.m.,
RESUME WRITING WORKSHOP: Lecture/discussion Hamilton-Smith, Rm. 125.
on job getting communication techniques, resumes,
cover letters, etc; Tuesday, October 26 at 6:30 p.m., HALLOWEEN PARTY: Sponsored by Campus Crusade
for Christ, Intervarsity Christian Fellowship, and The
Career Planning & Placement, 203 HuddJeston Hall.
Navigators; Friday,October 29at 7:30p.m. See Friday's
INTERVIEWING TECHNIQUES WORKSHOP: Video. N.H. for place.

The New Hampshire needs an edit9rial cartoonist
· Come to room 151 of the MUB

MUSO
PHOTOSCHOOL&DARKROOM
Registration
Rootn 148 MUB

Wed.
Nov.

12
noon
'till
2:00

2 &3

p.lll.

Tues.
&

Energy Fair
SEABROOK
continued from page 5

the nature of repairing breakdowns and guarding wastes. He
cited examples of breakdowns
when people were picked up off
the street to do such work for
"less than one day each. They
received
their . maximum
radiation dosage. They were not
informed of the danger."
He said, ''it's. a very effective
technique to yell 'no jobs.' It's
time to take offense against that.
Yes, it will provide a tremendous
amount of jobs but they will be
predominantly be jobs guarding·
the waste."
One hundred and seven
bicyciists rode seven miles to the
entrance to the plant site to
present petitions "representing
:10,000 signatures·· against construction, according to Wasserman. Upon arrival they were met
by plant security guards and
local police who kept them from
entering. Wasserman said they

had not planned to go any further
than the entrance.
Public Service Company
representative William Tomlin
had sent a letter to the Alliance
saying he would not be there to
· accept the petitions, said
Wasserman. The group gave the
petitions to Mr. McCool, a
security guard at the plant, who
Wasserman said "told us he
didn't know who Tomlin was but
would give them to ~im."
A Seabrook patrolman said,
"The people have been very
good. We don't want anyone
hurt." He said they had been
called jn to make sure· nothing
happened.
Cindy Leerer, a protester from
Bafririgton, said, "Tcan't!:
imagine them tacking <the
petitiollS) on the wall or taking .
them seriously, or anything like
that. But it's a statement that
we're going to keep at it."
Wasserman said, "I guarantee . ·
you that this plant will never be
· built."

Women's Center
WOMEN'S CENTER
continued from page 2

member Dorothy Blake. ''There
are all kinds of feminists. You
don't have to get involved all of
a sudden. A woman should conie
down ·to the Center to work in
those issues she's interested in."
According to Cappel the Center has extensive files and resources on feminist issues.
''We have a feminist library, a
list of state organizations, films
on health, and legal informationo" She said the Center has reference index on Women's Studies. They work with the
National Organization of Women
(NOW), gay groups, receive mailings from other women's groups,
and have a calendar of state and
University events dealing with
women's issues. ·They also have
subscriptions to feminists magazines.
·
Cappel said the Center works
"closely" with the UNH Women's Commission and the New
Hampshire Women's Coalition.
The Women's Commission is
helping them find new building
space to become more visible,
and is helping with films.
The Women's Coa,lition aids in
"better communication between
organizations," Cappel said.
Another P-roblem is lesbianism. "There s a real connotation
of lesbianism," said Melvin. "A
lot of people think we're a
bunch of butches. We're trying
to inform people that lesbians
are not all that bad."
A male student, John Ralph,
said he had heard of it but only
because one of the women is a
friend of his. "I wouldn't have
known of it otherwise," he said
firmly. "I don't think there's
much interest in anything
around here," answered to a
question about interest in the
Center.
Ralph said he felt it should
''pertain to women but also
make men aware of what they
feet"
Senior Matthew Lovell had
never heard of it but expressed
1 tend to like
support for "it. 'I

groups where there is some· kind
of comradeshipo I'm not for militant feminism but I am in favor
of women's rights," he said.
Capi)ef said, "I want to stress
that we are non-hierarchical.
We're all equal here."
She said the group is in a period of "transition: last year
things were quiet.We've got new
women and new energy." She
said they will be trying to reach
women in dorms this year as a
solution to their "publicity
problem." They are also trying
to "get money from the system
to reach women in the system,"
according to another member.
They said of the administration, ·'There are a lot of people
on our side--Anita Durell and
Bob Gallo. The individuals in the
system are on our side. They're
reall~ supportive. It's the system
that s against us."
This year the Women's Center
will be sponsoring with the New
Hampshire Women's Health Service, -a gynecological self-help
presentation on Nov. 4. Various ·
films, speakers, and workshops
are tentatively scheduled. Programs for Women's Week in December ~aie being planned, as
well as a repeat of last year's
Sexuality Day, which Sexuality
Center's Ann Dubois assisted in.
In the past the Women's Center
has brought a concert featuring
Bonnie Raitt to UNH, co-sponsored with the Gay Students Organization a dance with Lillith, .
and ~ held women's health programs. An activity · which they
hope to repeat this year is the
women's support· groups.
Previously known as consciousness raising groups, the
support groups' ptupose is to
make women ''more aware of the
ways they are discriminated
against,'' said Cappel.
Blake said the name was
changed because " .. consciousness raising' sounds like somebody is doing something to you,
shaking you up and brainwashing you."
Any woman wishing to join a
support group can sign up at the
Women's Center.

~P*:=C fRUM~fAl
~This · Coupon

I Advanced
B&W

4Beginner

1 Color Class
Darkroom Fee · 88.00
.
Course Fee 815.00 (Includes use of darkrooms)
For color add 88.00
·
.

Entitles '·
the Bearer to
15 P.ERCENT OFF
Any Purchase at
29 Main St., ·D urham
and the Newingtnn Mall
~

This offer expires October 31, 1978
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Dl(K PENTA'S AUTO WORLD

UniVersity housillg

HOME OF THE FINEST
HOUSING

continued from page 1

NEW & USED
CARS - TRUCKS--.,,. MOPEDS

utility costs to lease that facility
for two years.
Cutter said the lease was
allowed to expire in 1974 with no
effort by ·either party to renew
the lease. Cutter said he could do
better financially by converting
the building into apartments.
He said between $4,000 to $5,000
worth of damages were .caused
by students living in Webster
House. He said damage was
'"everywhere, like· a bunch of pigs
or cannibals were living there."

160 SO. MAIN ST.
II

AT THE FOOT OF ROCHESTER HILL"

332-0506

Bianco saic;l 1'it was difficult to
tell the damages from .the uncompleted work. He said the

bplldjng w.as; npt fip)S>qed hy S~

tember when student~ were
moving in..
Cuttersaidhe and the University came to "a mutual
agreement" c.ver splitting the
costs for damages.
Bianco says there was no
mismanagement of money
regarding these housing ventures. He said the decisions to
lease the properties were made
out of necessity and haste.
"When I arrived in July, 1972,"
Bianco said, "we had to house 150
students somewhere by Sept. 1. ' '
Bianco said building more
dorms.on-campus is unlikely. The
University pays $1,196,000 annually in mortgage costs, all of
which is paid for directly by students.
The depleted reserves have
been built up again by savings in
the housing department. The
University saved about $100,000
from waiting for two years to
float (issue) the mini-dorm bond.
Bianco said that when the bond is
issued, there will be a "balloon
payment" of close to $200,000. He
did not say when the bond would
be floated.

Webster House apartments on Mad bury Road is one
of the m any bu ii dings in Du rh a m owned by the
Cutters. Soon, Scorpio's and the Pizza Den-Keg Room
will be added to the list.

Bianco said paying for any new
housing "falls right in the lap of
the resident student.
Every new staff member or
program costs the resident
money.' 'he said.
Bianco said he would ·seriously
consider the idea of a "bubble" or
open. space dorm if it were not a
financial burden. In such a dorm
students would live "in whatever
they wish'' in a large open area.
He said there has not yet been
any in-depth analysis on such a
proposal. He said the cost might
be five to seven dollars per
square foot rather than the
average $32 per square foot for a
regular building.
·
Bianco said various alternatives like the "bubble" must be
explored. He said students excluded from on-campus housing
"can't be ignored."

MEN'S RUGBY SHIRTS
100 PERCENT COTTON
SIZES S-M-L---XL
VALUES TO $12.00
JUST $7.99

•

~

ASSIST ANT MANAGERS
If you are looking for a
quality company in a
growth industry, this is a
career opportunity.
Our 9th new Hampshire
unit is about to open, and
we need energetic people,
oriented leaders to train for
ma n.agement responsibilities.. Excellent salary,
generous bonus, full insurance package. Call .
603-623-8011 or write .Erin
Food Services, Inc ., 41
Brook St., Manchester, N.H .

OPEN
MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY 9:30 to 9:30
SATURDAY 9:30 AM to 5:30 PM
SUNDAY 1:00 PM to6 :00 PM
Mastercharge & Bankamericard

corner of Maplewood & Central Ave.
Portsmouth, N.H.

03104

The

MOPED + RABBIT

EXCITING DUAL SAVINGS!!
THIS MONTH ONLY AT

BERANGER VOLKSWAGEN

..
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LIMITED TIME
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This speciat Two-In-One Offer
Gives you a Carabela Pedalmatic
.
AT ABSOLUTE COST (We make No Profit)
with every brand new 1976 Rabbit -
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'Rte. 11, Rochester, N.H. ·
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editorial----Gubernatorial choice easy -- Spanos
New Hampshire voters will probably never
'have an easier choice than the one ·Confronting
them on the gubernatorial ballo.t: a week from
today.
The ditterences between Republican Gov.
Meldrim Thomson and Democrat Harry Spanos
are many. If you are concerned about education,
the poor and el4erly in the state; New Hampshire's public institutions such as the state
prison and state hospital and lower electric rates,
vote for Harry Spanos Nov. 2.
If you are opposed to nuclear energy'· vote
Spanos. And if you are opposed to an income or
sales tax~ vote Spanos.
Yes, Spanos and Thomson do agree on that
one point--taxes. Thomson's reas~ns are well
1'.no'VVn. Hb tax ;:,tand ha;:, \IVon hvo election;:, for

him. He survives on his slogan, "No new taxes."
Spanos, too, is using the tax issue in the most
effective fashion for his election. But he does not
seem to be as blindly committed to his tax stance

as Thomson.

·

The isS\les of prime concern to Spanos are ones
that are starving for attention in this state. He
says he will push for more state aid to education
at all levels. It takes more-than a lottery-program
to finance the state's educational programs and
Spanos knows it. Education is- a priority of his.
Education is not a priority of Gov. Thomson ~
Spanos says he will rehabilitate 'the state
hospital, state prison and state sc~ool, both
building and staff improvements. Those institutjons are in dire need of help, for the sake of
those they are intended to help. Under four years
of Cov. Thomson's rule, there has been no imporvement in these are'ls, only decline.
·
Spanos says he will work toward lowering
electric rates and fuel adjustment charges in New
ttampshtre. Gov. Thomson talks of a nuclear
oower plant that he claims will lower our rates
five to eight years from now. Even if he is right,
many New Hampshirites cannot afford to pay
their bills now, let alone during the next five

years.

But the tax issue is only one issue. The others
put Spanos above Thomson.
.
The former state senator from Newport has
managed to capture a broad spectrum of support. His backers include elderly and students,
liberals and moderates, Rupublicans and
Democrats. And sorrie open-minded conservatives, too.
Why? He appears to be a man of reason who
will consider other opinions before acting. Gov.
Thomson has become famous for reacting
without reason.

While he is concerned about these social and
consumer needs, Spano-Sis committed to running
as efficient an administration as possible. He
knows state government because he has been a
part of state government before.
:;ov. Thomson 's only previous political experience was on the Orford School Board. This
lack of adequate experience has been reflected
again and again during his four years in office.
How does Spanos intend to fund those social
and human service improvements? Through in. creasep use of federal revenue-sharing funds,

boosting New Hampshire's tourist trade· and inducing more small, clean industry, such as electronics and publishing,
Whether that happens and is successful
remains to be seen. That is the case with any
challenger for any offic.e.
But New Hampshirites can be sure Spanos will
provide more effective, reasonable, sensible
leadership whan we have had to put up with over
the last four years. As time passes, more and
more Granite Staters are realizing the detriments
of a Thomson administration.
He won strongly in 1972. In 1974, he won by
only 6,000 votes over a weak opponent, Richard
Leonard.
Since then his support has dropped even
further~ People who used to support Thomson
wavered in their support with each new instance
of ridiculous leadership: support of nuclear
weapons for the New Hampshire National
Guard; desiring a nuclear bunker in Concord;
running around the world making speeches;
flying a Taiwanese flag atop the State House;
looking into peoples' records and calling William
Loeb.
This is what New Hampshire got into in 1972
and has had to survive for the last four years.
All of that can change a week from today. One
need not vote for Harry Spanos because he is the
lesser of two evils. Spanos deserves to win on his
own merits. It is just that having Meldrim Thomson as the other choice makes voting Nov. 2 all
that much easier

letters--Greeks
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To the Editor:
' We, the members of the Executive
Committee of the Greek Council,
representing the 1,000 plus members
of · UNH fraternities and sororities
unanimously support the Student
Caucus in their fight for the rights of
the students. We believe that issues
such as calendar, pass fail,
visitation, parking , registration
procedures, the Counseling and
Testing Center, and the Kari-van are
important issues affecting students,
and therefore, students should be involved in the decision-making process.
The University Administration has
not been responsive to the interests of
students, yet students are most affected by these issues.
Students p;iy 40 per cent of their
education at·UNH, which is one of the
highest rates in all state universities.
Therefore, students should have a
much greater say in what they pay
for.
We encourage all students par-

ticularly the members of fraternities
and sororities to voice their complaints with the Administration, and to actively support Student Caucus in their
fight for our rights.
Robert Dalzell
President, Greek Council

SCOPE
To the Eonor:
I am writing in rebuttal to the letter
1n the Oct. 22 edition of The New hampshire in which the author accused
SCOPE of choosing "second rate"
bands for their shows because they
didn't choose Fleetwood Mac due to
the high playing fees.
,
First of all, thinking that a low price
automatically means a bad band is a
po_or generalization. Those prices are
low thanks to SCOPE, not the bands.
Secondly, it is obvious the author is a
Fleetwood Mac groupie writing out of
frustration, who knows nothing about
music, since she considers Jeff Beck,
for example, second rate. Having
played the violin for nine years and the
guitar for five, I enjoy every type of

I
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About letters ...
Letters teThe Rdltormay be maJled te: tbe editor, The
New 8'mpshire;Room 151, Mewborlal Union Balldiq,
UNH, Durham N.R. 03824.
Letters must be a maximum of 500 words typewritten
ad double spaced. Minor editlil& wDl be done when
neceuary. ·~ deciaions on letten ate tile editor's.
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approach to it. And I thought: "What a
marvelous article." It made me taink
so much about death all that day and I
was hoping to write my next paper on
- a death theme in one of Shakespease's
sonnets for my other literature course
so I could think more about it.
This was Thursday. Friday, the
news in class. You had a psychic
premonition of her going, you say'?
Remember all the Kennedy-Lincoln
assassination parallels that came up
after. And the number of clairvoyant
premonitions. Maybe such connections and coincidences are not
hogwash. Or would we like to say they
are true and relative---to help us relate
a death, a separation to ourselves
when it does not seem to relate or fit.
Why did I not tell her sometime after
class how stimulating her discussions
Pam Morrison
were'? Why did I not take time to show
Fairchild
appreciation for her radiating depth of
humanity and sympathy always standing behind her unusual brilliancy'?
Why did I not go and talk to her about
all the things she made me feel and
really think about'? Why do we wait to
To the Editor:
come long distances to funerals and
If I had the guts I would stand up and ,give to the dead what feeling and
yell: ''It isn't fair! You are telling me touching and seeing they need most
lies ... " But I don't know if I have any while living'?

music from Bach <classical) to Jeff
Beck <labled as jazz, however it is
truely undefined), INCLUDING
Fleetwood Mac, and I also would like
to see them. But SCOPE must be practical in their decisions so as not to end
µp buried in bills and expenses equal
to the national debt.
I strongly suggest that before this
author makes any further accusations,
she should first of all, contact SCOPE
and find out just what is involved in
getting a group and putting on a show
<which doesn't consist of merely
calling them up on the phone and
saying "Hey, how would you like to
play at UNH'?") and secondly, learn a
little more about the subject on which
~he is writing before she writes it. ·
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*TREASURER*
needed
Requires:
Some bookkeeping
Interest in MUSO
Time
Apply Rm. 148 MUB
'til Oct. 27

Death

If something's going
wrong, it'll tell you:

guti;: or body left Th::it w::is somP C'an-

nonball that ripped threw my middle.
Made me feel · between a vomiting
nausea and just folding in half in limp
submission. "You took the raisins out
of my raisin bran, the sun out of my
sunshine." Stop! This is no time to be
funny--but that is not funniness .. .it's
hysteria. They did not teach me how to
react to death, just to literature.
Remember how on Monday you
went to her office, up most of the night
and still not able to finish your paper,
mind swimming with ideas. She knew
right away you were a perfectionist.
As gentle as a mother, who told you to
get a good night's rest and attack the
paper again in the morning. Commol!
advice, yet heartfelt---her calm and
compassion were enough. She asked it
you wanted to kick around some ideas
and discuss the topic. And we did. And
··you walked away relieved, inspired
and feeling healthy and whole.
There was an electricity in her
teaching ... a brilliant mind that was
working for and with humanity. Myth
after American myth she exploded in
class'... about women and slavery and
Indians. But there was that sense of a
wire too tightly strung--such a fine,
sensitive wire.
Just yesterday I was involved with
reading an article on death, our conventional approaches to it.. .our lack of
honesty to dying invalid relatives, our
close-mouthedness, our euphemistic

Judith Kuskie
Student

1. Change ·in bowel or
bladder habits.
2. A sore that does not
heal.
3. Unusual bleeding or
discharge.
4. Thickening or lump in
breast or elsewhere.
5. Indigestion or difficulty
in swallowing.
6. Obvious change in wart
or mole.
7. Nagging cough or
hoarseness.
If you have a warning signal, see your doctor. If it's
a false alarm. he'll tell
you. If it isn't, you can give
him time to help. Don't be
afraid. It's what you don't
know that canhurt you.

*~ ~tri.~.
jf
_goobs
~uali~ lcathtt'

Wide Seledion Of
Imported Clogs

7 Cou_sreoo St,ect
portemout6,1).f). 03801
~03• 101·5.ttll

Knapsacks
· Brief cases

Belts

Wallets
Hats

Vests

Footwear

Buckles
Jewelry
Handbags
HOURS: Mon; Wed, Thurs,
Fri

Accessories
Leather Care Products
9:30. 7:00

American

Cancer Society.

9:30. 9:30

THIS SPACf CONT!ltBIJ.TfD BY THE PUBllSHfR

9:30. 5:30

Tues, Sat

*
I

DOWNTOWN ACROSS FROM LOEWS CINEMA

Do y~u like late night dining?
Whole wheat pizza shells & sub rolls?
Hearty home-made soups every day?
Veggie subs?
Assorted ·b reads & munchies?
Hot cider and exotic teas?
You' can find these & more at:

I

''Grunipy' s''
of N C"Wlllarket
open_till l:oo
every night
till 2:00 Fri. & Sat.
(closed Mondays)
,-Formerly Smiley's PizzaSmilcy"s ••your town··

COllflOl S ~O=~j
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Symphonic rapture

•
ID

the (ahem) Field House .
G

this." Thomas' comment was addressed to the fact that the third
movement is pizzicato (the
stringed instruments are plucked
rather · than played with a bow)
and the acoustics· of the Field
House are not adequate
·
The audience gave Thomas his
answer at the symphony's end.
They had heard, and enthusiastically showered applause
upon Thomas and his orchestra.
"It's hard to figure out what the
response will be at a college,"
said Thomas. "Usually it's more
intense, but it depends on the
college and the type of courses
they offer.'' T~omas said thathe
was pleased with the audience's
·response.
It .is highly -unorthodox for a
conductor to address his audien-

By Gary Langer

ce between movements during a
symphony. But Thomas, who was
catapulted to fame when he took
over the Boston Symphony Orchestra at.the tender age of 26, is
neither orthodox nor predictable.
The soft-spoken yet effusive
young man spent the JH{ormance
moving back and forth, up and
down on the stage, his hands
waving with the music, communicating through the orchestra his very pei·sonal interpretation of the piece.
"Conducting is fun," said
Thomas. "You're very linked
with the musicians; a part of
everyone."
. Perhaps this love for his work
is a larg.e factor in the great acclaim that this young maestro
and his orchestra have won.

It is Sunday at 2: 15 p.m. in the
Field House. The Buffalo Symphony Orchestra is tuning up, an
awesome chaos of notes and
scales. Drums pound, cymbals
clash. A violinist's fingers flicker
up and down her fingerboard,
while a bassist plods through his
scales. There's a trumpet, the
keys pump up ar:id down, and a
french horn sounds clear and
lucid.
The whole sound suggests a
great and powerful anarchy, a
thousand individual notes and
chords that.if harnessed, could be
both splendid and beautiful. The
transformation of disorder to
music his is the job of Michael
Tilson fhomas, conductor of the
Buffalo Symphony.
1
•
"
''Being a conductor is similar.
to being the director of a
theatr cal production," said
Thomas after the performance.
Pianist John Valby played on
I By Casey Holt
He said that it is the job of the
both Thursday and Friday.
condu or to use his orchestra to
I
I If you run down the list of all
Three Christensen residents,
· 'unif\ the music in sound and
I the establishments in Durham Mike Latessa, John Flynn; and
approach."
I ·that offer beer and entertainment Chris Jarvis, started the pub last
Before having his orchestra
I for the masses, chances are good year. The original intent was to
play a piece, Thomas said, "I
I that you will leave out The provide an alternative to the
read it; I play every note, I sing
downtown pubs for Area III
I Village Pub.
it, I walk down the street and
1 I
The Village Pub is located in residents, especially those in
think about it, I tear up my ideas
:Between the second and third I. the basement of Christensen hall Christensen.
and put them back together again
Trugic\ Overture, Opus 81;
This year Latessa is managing
to get a vision of the piece, to find
Reigger's Rhapsody for Or- · movement of Tchaikovsky's i' and has been in operation a little
TheVillage himself and he has
the spirit behind the notes.''
chestra, Opus 5; and Tchaikov- Symphony, Thomas turned and I less than a year. It is open on
The
Buffalo Symphony's_,,- sky's Symphony No. 4 in F Minor, said to the audience of over 900 - I Thursdays only, except in the _ various people who work for him
"I hope everybody can hear I case of special events like the one
program consisted of Brahms'
Opus 36.
I they had this past weekend. VILLAGE, page 11
•

r-------------------------------

! The Village Pub

pre-view

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 27
Viveca Lindfors in I Ami Woman. A free theatrkal
evening preserited by the Sidore Lecture Series. Johnson
Theater at 8: 15.

TUESDAY, OCTOBER26
MUSO presents Dick Gregory, black comedian,
philosopher, and activist.. Granite State Room of the
MUB at 8. Students $1.50, general $2.

Neil Simon's Barefoot in the Park, with Robert Redford
and Jane Fonda. Ch. 4 at9.

If you want to take part in the MUB PUB talent night
then go to the Graf ton Room of the MUB between
2 and 4 today and be scheduled.

THURSDAY, OCTOBER28
MUSO films Primary and Imprint. at 6:30 and 9, 75~
or a season pass.

Ed Mellnik will present an SVT.O program in the MUB
PUB tonight.

UNH Symphony will perform works by Gabrieli, Hayd11,
and Gounod, among others. Johnson Theater at 8. Free!

Mich;;tel Constantine and Kat~ Jackson in De-a th C.ruise.
Ch. 9. at 11:30, or Ch. 5 at 12: 00

Rock and Roll with Nzghtshift in the MUB PUB. -

M~rder Overlj~JJ} York is the Chuck Chan feature on
Ch'. 5 ,tql)ight. ?idney Toler as Chuck. At 2:15.

StanJ~y.<.Kubri&'~i'23arry Lyndon is at the Franklin tonight ~
and.tomorrow,. 6:00 and 9:10

Bur't Reynolds iri The Longest Yard. At the Franklin at
6:30 anq8:30.

_Vi veea Li n'd f ors · recreates I
Am a' Woman in Johnson
Th~at·er Wednesday night ~t
8:15.

The,Human Duplicators is the thriller .for to11_ight:Ch. 5
-

at 2:30.

...
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~resenting
VILLAGE
continued from page 1D

take care of certain aspects of the
operation such as entertainment,
food, drink, and cleaning up.
The Village has a one day
·liquor license which they apply
.for ten days in advance. The
license costs $15 each time they
get it. 'rne work force is volunteer.
Beer is 25 cents, which includes
being served at your table, and
hotdogs go for only 35 cents. The
only other charge involved is the
cover, which is usually 50 cents. ~
Latessa says that the pub is run
on a straight cost basis and that
they don't make a profit. "It's an
alternative to downtown," he
says. ''The lines are just too long
and the beer too expensive down
there."

.

Entertainment ranges from
movies to acts such as ·Valby,
with disc jockeys and live bands
in-between. Latessa applied for
money from the Area III Planning Board to get better entertainment, and was given $200.
The lines may be long downtown, but they are also getting
long at The Village Pub because
the average UNH student can
find what he or she wants there.
Beer, food, entertainment, and a
chance to get rowdy, all for very
few pesos.

John ·
·valby

the Sultan of Smut
Too
xxxxxxx
xxxxxxxx
xxxxxx, huh? Well, that's what
Valby plays, and that is what 111
screaming college students
responded to last Thursday and
Friday nights in The Village Pub.
Actually, Valby is an accomplished pianist who can play any
type of music. Aside from the
dirt, he also played the William
Tell Overture and Credence
Clearwater's <originally Leadbelly's) "Cottonfields."
But most of the time he sat at
. the piano in his white tux and
black bow-tie and bowler and
took pot-shots at the audience,
imaginary people, and any
·prominent social or political

people to release emotions and
tell the truth. He also says that
though he -rarely agrees with
what people say about his words,
he loves them for ''being willing
to stand up and be counted for·
what they believe in.''
Valby, who is 31, has been
playing piano since the age of
seven, and started playing dirt
just after he graduated from
Middlebury College.
"I threw in a few mild songs
during a show one night, and the
~pie loved them. Since then
I've tried to become a mirror,
playing whatever I hear,
throwing it out if people don't
resp0nd."

''I want to be. the

Liberace of dirt."
figure who came to mind. Even
our illustrious governor failed to
escape the tongue and wit of John
Valby.
"I also play straight songs so .
that people will know that I don't
have to play dirt," says Valby.
"And as far as dirt goes, to me
they are just words. I don't even
listen to them. All I'm really
trying to do is make phrases
rhyme."
Off-stage Valby maintains his
positon on words and their ettect
on people. He thinks that arguing .
is a good thing because it allows

There is a basket of flowers on
the piano as Valby plays, and he says he wears the tux to give the
act more class. "Actually, I'd
like to play at a grand piano with
a candelabra and everything.
That is the ultimate."
And as he wails along with his
piano, you somehow know that
once people realize that the
language doesn't matter and accept it in public, John Valby will
become what he has always wanted to be. .With a smile he says,
"I . want to be the Liberace of
dirt."

By Casey Holt

"People are always asking me
why I play · dirt," says John
Valby. "They are amazed that
someone with my talent would
play stuff like this. Well, I play it
because it's fun."
Dirt is Valby's term for smut,
which is the older generation's
term for good old-fashioned,
bawdiness. And Valby has got to
be the leading proponent of
singing and playing the rudest, lewdest, and crudest of · all
·drinking and rugby songs.
Which means that there are
some difficulties involved in
writing an article about him,
especially in New Hampshire.
Just to give you an idea of how
obscene some of the lyrics are,
here is a sample suitably edited
according to the APE (American
Puritan Ethic) Stylebook, which
no editor should be without:
Xxxxxxxx the xxxxxxx and the
xxxx,
But never xxxxxxxxxxx an
xxxxx-xxxx
or you will xxxxx and xxxxxxx.

Assault your senses and
experience som-ething new.

Come to Video Awareness
Night in the Mub Pub.
Tuesday, Oct. 26
7-12 p.rn.
Live presentation by
Video DJ Ed Mellni_c,k .
Program shown on huge
video screen.

Surround yourself with
films and abstract
video art.

.,...
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cat stats

Football

UNH35 NU21
Team statistics
First downs
Yards rushing
Yards pasajng
Passes attempted
Passes completed
Had intercepted
Total offense
Punts/avg.
Penalties/yd.
Fumbles/lost

C!\IH
·nu

UNH
13
201
60
11
7

YC Football

NU
18
67
222
35
10

Individual
Cappadona I NH>
Nemes (NU> _
Foley INUl
Bradley t NU l
Pendry <NHl
hagen <NHl
Bungoulas <NU >
Hagen <NU>
Kossabian (NU l
Allen <NH l
Reardon (NU l
Crowley (NU>

261
289
6/33.3 6/35.7
10/98 9/95
4/3
4/3

7
0

0

14

14

0

35
21

First quarter
:\H-Cappadona l yd run (Checovich kick >
Second quarter
:\H-Pendry 5 yd. run <Checovich kick 1
:\H-Allen 5 yd. run 1Checovich.kickl
~rndlP~·

Tyo ru n 1 R'ntt•h ki<'k 1

Third quarter.
:'liU-Nerries 2 yd. run <Hutch kick l
NU-l''oley 95 yd. pass from Crowely 1Hutch kick l

Yds.
197
59

No.
42
15
9

23
10

0

-5
-14
-47

Passing
Crowley (NU l
Allen tNHl
Leavitt <NH>

Scoring summary

'\T

Cross country

att. com. int.
10
4
35
11
2

yds.
222

td.

60

0

Receiving
Budrow t NU >
Wharff tNH>
Foley tNU>

no.
5
4

yds.
78
49
106

Receiving
Budrow I NlJl
Wharff tNH l
Foley <NU l
Cappadona t NH>
_ Ross <NU l
Braj!Jey (NlJ l
Moore <NH >

no.

yds.
78
49
106
6
23
15

5
4

3

Fourth quarter
Punting
Reardon 1 NU >
Leavill tNH >

'.'iH-Wharff 5 yd. pass from Allen <Checovich kick l
'.'iH-Ca ppadona :l4 yd. run fChecovich kick l

35.9
33.3

Massachusetts
New H~mpshire
Maine
Rhode Island
Boston University
Connecticut

w
3
2
2
1
1
1

L
1
1
2
2
2
2

Overall
L

w
q

5

4
2
2
1

2
3
3
4

llp'Neil<Cl
2> Clark (Cl
3l Zimmerman <C>
4lGallogly <RI>
5l Scott <C>
6l Sloss <Cl
7l Gelinas <NH>
Ill Conley <C>
Geyer <Cl
lOl BermaP INHl

6

Last weekend;
New Hampshire 35 - Northeastern 21
Boston University36 - Rhode Island O
Connecticut 28 - Massachusetts 6
lehigh 24 - Maine O
Dartmouth 35 - Cornell o
Brown 28 - Holy Cross 18
Harvard 20 - P-rinceton 14
Yale 21-Pennsylvania 7
Rutgers 47 - Columbia O
Boston College 27 - Army 10
VMI 10 - Delaware 6
N.ext weekend;.
New Hamps111re al west Chesler
Massachusetts at Rutgers
Boston University at Colgate
Delaware at Connecticut ·
Maine at Southern Connecticut
Central Connecticut at Northeastern
Columbia at Dartmouth
Brown at Harvard
Boston College at Villanova

YC Soccer
Connecticut
Rhode Island
Vermont
New Hampshire
Massachusetts
Boston University
Maine

4
4
3

0
0

2

2

1
1
1

4
4
4

2

This week;
Tuesday:
Plymouth State at New Hampshire
Connecticut at Springfield
Wednesday:
Vermont at St. Michael's
Massachusetts at Westfield State
Friday:
Rhode Island at New Hampshire
Saturday:
Boston University at Connecticut
Bridgeport at Vermont
Massachusetts at Boston College

MUSOFilms

RESEARCH
PAPERS

presents
Primary

Relive the '67
Humphrey-Kennedy
Democratic primary

Thousands On File
Tuesday & Wednesday Oct.26 & 27
6:00 & 9: 10
Ryan O'Neal and Marisa Berenson
in Stanley Kubrick's

and
Imprint

Thursday, October 28
75~

6:30 & 9:00

23:26
23:26
23:26
23:40
23:42
23:52
23:5.3
23:58
24:01
24:05

Strafford Room, MUB

- Professional

BARRY LYNDON

Researchers

Thursday, October 28
Burt Reynolds
in

2910 Dumbarton St., N.W.

THE LONGEST YARD

(202) 333-0201

Washington, D.C. 20007

---classified ads--For Sale

For Sale - 1972 Vega, New tires, shoc~t battecy, exhaust system, snow tires, Needs
work;$475. Call 926-3015. 10/26.
For Sale - Azulci 25 inch IO-speed b~ycle with
generator light, only 2 months old. Excellent
condition. :Must sell, $95 or best offer. Call
Oscar at 868-2503. 11/5
For Sale - Gibson SG Electric Guitar - Brown
finish - dual humbucking pickups, Grover
machines - very reasonaore. Call Steve at
749-3508. 10/26

SR-51 CALCULATOR for sale. $'70.00 or best
offer. Call Will at 868-7344: 10/29
For Sale-1968 Pontiac GTO. Very good condition. Call Frankie 862-2323 weel;days or
692-2818 evenings and weekends. 10/29
For Sale-Gibson Guitar ES-335 Vintage:!
Modeli Humbucking pickups, hard shell
~::f
price $700. Asking $340. Call 74911

·

,J

Landlord .says NO ! Six mo. golden ret;ievermin. collie, female, friendly. had shotsurgent. Call 659-5700. 10/ 26.

1967 Olds Cutlass Conv' PS, PB, Auto VB,
330, 2BBL, Electric top has some 1oody
damage but is ins~ted & run dailb. Asking
~~ ~~.
consider any reasona le offer.

For Sale-Motobecane Grand Jubilee bicycles
21" frame, Reynolds 531, Sun Tour Cyclone
Derailleur, with SR crank, excellent condition, bouidlt this summer, $225, Call Rob
659-5376. 10729

1966 Tan VW bug, sunroof, rebuilt engine.
136,000 miles, gooil condition, $500 or beSt offer. 742-3143 after 5. 11/9
For Sale-72 Triumph Spitfire, new clutch!
rear brakes, muffler, 34,000 miles, radia
steel tires, wire sheels, $950 or B.O. Inquire
at 29 Spring St. Apt. 3 Newmarket or 612
Stoke. Hl/26
·

Scuba Divers - Niconos underwater flash
unit for niconos camera for sale - $75. or best
offer. Call or see Steve in Babcoc~ 425. 10/29
Guitar "opus" Harmony. 6 string, I year old
with Gibson hard case $200. Call Steve 7423450. Dover. 10/26
FM reception is virtually perfect with the
new FINCO FM-WT window mount antenna.
Clamps to the frame outside the window.
Just $25. See and hear it at AUDIOPHILE
~iJ~DIO~, Rte. l, North .Hampton. 964-5661.

2

fi.%

pre·paid class ad form
TO READ AS FOLLOWS:
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Amt. end

Make checks. p.ayabh

50 for each 15 words. extra.

Maximim number of runs: 6.
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RU~
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N~w

_

MUST Bl-.: PREPAID

PLEASE PR INT
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~·--

·

p5hire, Rm

TIMES.

1 ~. Mtmorial Ufl1on.

For Sale - 1970 Volkswagon recent paint job,
new front- brakes has automatic transmission, excellent shape, great on gas
<needs 2 rear tires> Asking $650 Dick, Hilbbard Hall rm. 304 868-9897 or 2-1738. 10/26
For Sale - BSR 2520 W turntable. Very good
condition $30. Call 868-5642 at anytime.
Must Sell! '69 Ford Mustang. Rebuilt engine,
good tires, runs well. Body is solid buf has
some dents. Asking $350 Call Joel Room 208,
868-9817. 10/29
Gas Masks - army surplus, in unopened
original crates. Complete oxygen rebreather
bacll.backs keeps smoke out or in - may be
the ultimate pipe, great party or riot gear
$25., 749-3900, eves. 10/29
67 Chevy-Nova still used to commute DoverDurham, but I now have new car. Four good
tires, battery, but needs some inspection
work. $135. 868-2628evenings.10/29
1975 .Kawasaki OHC 400 ww mileage like
new , added sissy bar and luggage rack. 70
m.p.g. a steal at 1 g. Stop by A.:TO or call 8621302 for Tom. 11/5
Fe nder bass, Traynor Brain, Marshall
" Loaded" Bass and PA cabinets. Also :
Shure and Electrovoice microphones, Fender Mustang g uitar . Will sell or trade ~~~J~f~~~k~n~~niS:ll 659-2453. weekdays,
For Sale-Single Mattress 1 firm \like new )
$24. • Cnew $461 :Nice beige indoor carpet
08Xl3.5) $27.-Ironing board $5.- Sheer curtains, 2 historical prints. Few Kitchen Items,
F£.w used children's clothes igirls 24 month
&size 3} Call 742-6487.10/26
Stereo com~nenls absolute lowest prices 75
major brands. All new, all-guaranteed contact: Dennis Cauchon' CJ:iristenseri 222.
Phone 2-2317 or 868-9849, 11/5
1974 Fiat 128, four.door sedan . adial tires,
front-wheel drive 27,000 mil s. 29 m.p.g.
dependable, excelient condition. The car fo
handle New Enl!land winter driving. $1600.
Call 742-1511. 11/2

1952 Ford Pick-up - Flathead 8. Recon-

ditioned mechanically-inspected, most body
work done. $400. Call evenings 659-5867. 10/29
For Sale - 1969 Ford Torino for sale. Runs
well1 interior good, and four good tires, but
neeas some bOdy work. $300. or best offer.
Call 862-1880 days or 749-2125 nights. 10/29 ·
For Sale - 1963 Jeep CJ5 totally reconditioned. New Clutch, transmission, Roof,
Paint and Body. Front end and brakes
redone. Color-Blue. Call 2-2401, ask for
Steve, 331 Christensen. 11/ 12
MOVlNG--GARAGE SAl,,E-DURHAM(WEDGEWOOD> October 29
through 31, 10-5 Daily. 104 Cutts Road. Furniture, paintings, apIJliances, art supplies,
garden tools, pottea plants, glassware,
drapes, cameras, sporting equipment,
games, linens, books, 6 foot window wall including door and screen bird bath and
feeders, snow blower; kitchen, closet,
sewing and other miscellaneous items. 10/26
For Sale -1969 'Van 6 cyl. 3-s~ed. Runs well.
Body rust. Call 862-2404 aild ask for Jim
Wesl. $600 firm. 11/2
For Sale - Nikko 5010 Stero Receiver 20 watts
rms, with 2 Jensen Model II speakers. $200 or
best offer. Will consider selling separately.
. Call Bob after 6 p.m. 749-3453. 11/9
For S.ale - 1970 VW BEETLE registered. Inspected. 35 miles/gallon. Only $600. See it.
Write: Sharon Pilliod, Star Route, North
River Lake Barrington, N.H. 03825. 11/9
1973 Fiat 128 2 DR Front Wheel Drive. Good
Body (no rust ), Exe. Mech. 1 New dutch
valves., exhaust, 30 mpg. Askmg $1200. Call
664-2483 evenings. 10/29
For Sale - Desperate: 1975 Suzuki T.S. 250
Motorcycle. Need cash. Price Negotiable!
Call Chip 868-5668 at 36 Young Drive. 11/ 2
1968 BMW $400 or best offer. Runs fine needs
body work. Call 431-6134. 10/26 .
1975 VW Rabbit custom four door sedan
Radial tires, front disc brakes, black vinyl
interior in excellent condition. Must Sell!
Call a nd let's talk furthet. Charlie 868-2288
anytime. 11/5
73.Jeep CJ-5. J " P:e;-..Blue, hard and soft
to~s, 23,000 mil1 _Excellent condition. $3200
or B.0. 664-%07 ·0126
- _
or Sale - 1967 Ford Country Squir,e station
wagon . Two ne .,, tires. OPtion on snow tires.
Aufomatic $35( or.best offer. Call 868-9738 or
862-1386. Ask fc _·W_en_d~y_.l_l_/2._ _ _ __ _
For Sale - 35 1\1 ~. Konica auto S 2 camera 15
'.TIO. old. Exe(
condition bought new
~~gg'.
for 85. Call Meg 659-5743 after

lo%s

Used rental uniforms. All sizes and colors.
Shirts $1, _pants tl .50. 868-7156. 11/5
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Football

ljnnngtr- tly-t;ty lt

FOOTBALL

YC football

UNISEX

continued from page 16

The Yankee Conference race took on a new dimension Saturday.
Two contenders, M~ssachusetts and Rhode Island, saw their
opponents, Connecticut and Boston University play their best
game of the year.
In Amherst, Mass., UConn won their first game of the year
28-6 over UMass.
UMass had a total of 462 yards on offense to UConn's
281. Minuteman quarterback Brain McNally completed 32 of
46 oassesfor 389 vards.
' But UMass Yost 3 fumbles inside their own 29 yard line.
UConn quarterback Bernie Palmer took advantage of those
oppurtunities as he scored two touchdowns himself and passed
for another.
Boston University vented its frustrations on Rhode Island.
The Terriers routed the Rams. 36-0.
BU completley dominated URI (438 total yards to 85).
The Terrier defense shutdown URI quarterback Kirk Lamboy,
leading quarterback in the conference. Lamboy completed only
one pass.
BU'5 Roger Strandberg ruohed for 10:.J yardo in 19 attempto

and three touchdowns.
Maine couldn't handle Lehigh's running game as the En"gineer's compiled 360 yards rushing on route to a 24-0 win.
Lehigh fullback Rod Gerdner· ran for 174 yards on 36 carries.
He also caught four passes for 45 yards.

Misniatch of the week
It was neck and neck for this week's MiSmatch of the week.
Southern. California made a bid with their 56-0 win over Oregon
State. Sh1ppenburg also came close with their 58-0 punishment of
California State in Pennsylvania.
However, neither game comes close to this one. St. Leo's defense nailed Maryville for a safety, but Maryville hung on to win 62-2.

YC soccer
Despite the football's team tribulations this year, Connecticut
fjlnS have had something to cheer about this fall. The Huskie soccer team is undefeated with a record of 10-0-2.
UConn defeated Brown 2-1 in overtime last week and shutout
Massachusetts on Saturday.
There's only one team that stands between UConn and the Yankee
Confe:rence title and that's Rhode Island.
If URI gets by UNH, the YC championship would ride on the
URI-UConn game on November 13.
URI defeated Boston University this weekend 2-1 to remain undefeated In conference play.

Sailing club
The UNH Sailing team Division A skipper Ben Niles led his
team to a sixth place overall finish at the 1976 MIT Open Invitational last Sunday. Niles almost pulled the upset of the season
over a field of 19 schools by scoring a first and several thirds.
.MIT w-on the event followed by Tufts <1976 national champion),
URI, and Harvard. Boston Univers1ty edged UNH for fifth place
by three points.
-

quarterback rolls right and the
wide men and DeSto <the other
tight end Gary Destefano) go
wide taking the coverage with
them. I just float into the middle.
It works every time."
The victory was secured
though, after the Cats took a
Huskie punt six minutes later at
mid field.-From thete Cappadona
got the call five straight times,
the final carry being his TD jaunt
aroundleft end.
"It
was
a
one-on-one
situation," Cappadona said .
"Timmy Pendry hit an excellent
block for me about ten yards
down, and I just cut behind him.''
In regard to the timely UMassUConn presentation, Bowes said,
"It certalniy dllln'l hurt us." But
he added, "When things get tight,
you have to play a little harder.
That's what we did."
Bowes said that the Cats made
"one mistake on defense", that
being on Northeastern's tying
score as Foley cut behind
linebacker Rod Langway at his
own Iten and took a Crowley pass
95 yards for the touchdown.
"We were a little disappointed
that we let down a little but that's
expected. We were pleased with
the win."
And as he has for the past three
weeks, Bowes lauded the play of
his offensive line, saying they are
performing "better than any line
on any team we've faced so far.
We control the li:ne of scrimmage."

Complimentary
Make-Up Lessons

Merle Norman
Cosmetic Studio
90 Main Street

Hair Shaping Spreialist
We shape your hair EXACTLY
THE \VAY YOU WANr IT.
No-scalped look
Specialist in long hair
42&-dSt., Dover, NR
Acru:s from the 3rd St. parking lot
Phone 742-22a}

Separate Areas
Men- & Women·

For

SPECIAL!·!!!! Through November 13We at Younger-By-Style (downtown location onlyl
will sham po~. condition, style and blow-dry
your hair for the price of $5.00 complete.
Call and ask for Terry, Roberta or Mary.
This

L

An must he presented for this special price .
<Only 4 miles from campus! l

----------------~---~-----

ITelllE eHlilCI
On Zion's Hill , Newmarket

Appearin~

Tues.-W ed.

Sweet Pie
Thurs.

Dave Seiler Quartet
Fri.-Sat.

Northern Lights
Bluegrass

Newmarket, N.H. 0_3875
659-3817

-----·classified ads---Help Wanted

Lost -Pair of gold clogs at Jeff Beck Concert.
Please return them - my only shoes, reward!

MK Hi Happy 7 mos. anniversary. Hopefully
we will have 7 months more that are 1ust as
happy. LoveJ.R. 10/26.

Rides

D26: B20 1. Good luck to the Senior Class of
AFROTC. Especially Peter. Ho~ you people
have as much good fortune, with your Dm_ing Out as you did with the Army /Air Foree
football game. I'll be waiting to see how it
works oul Gerald. 10/26
Halloween. it's that once a year chance to
bring your skeleton out of the closet. The
Halloween Party of the year is at the MUB-PUB club Sunday night, Oct. 31"oldies night.
Costume contest and . prize~. isring a note
from ·.yourMummy.10/29
Happy 19th birthday Bert, Hope ~is the
beSt year yet. Don't get too loaded. Love
~'lTJlUM.?o~~ sisters:LED, CUT, DEE &

Andrea 868;9726 or 2-1670. 11/2

Need a person to put on a magic show or
other entertainment for a Halloween p!!rt.r
<elementary school age group) Call
Newington, N.H. 436-7915.
Figure Models - For Photographer, to be
pµblished in national magazines - $10-$15/hr
plus bonuses to $1500, <Fifteen Hundred
Dollars). - No Experience Necessary. Call
~tty 749-3463. 10/28
JOBS ON · SHIPS.
MEN-WOMEN:
American . Foreign. No experience required .
Excellent pay. Worldwide travel. Summer
job orcareer. Send $3.00 for information.
SEAFAX, Dtpt. E-17. Box 2049, Port Angeles
Washington~· 11/21
Waitress or waiter wanted part time. Excellent wages and great tips for a pt!rson who
has a good personality. Apply at The Cave,
47 Bow Street, Portsmouth. 436-9836. 10/26.

Services

RIDERS OR RIDE Traveling from Hooksett
to UNH, M.W.F. must be dependable, can
make arrangements. Also ahyone interested
in traveling fo Ariz. for X-mas vacation, Call
668-4578, or leave message in Civil
Engineering Dept. Ask for Lionel Rocheleau.
10/.28
Riders Interested in contacting anyone who
drives down or wants ride from Portland,
Maine area M. W.F. To share.. trip, expenses
or emergencies. David Finkellior 207-7725554 or 2-1888, Jeave message. 10/29.
N:e~q ride any wee.k end to Bethlehem
vmmty~ Pennsylvania, or Port Authority,
NYC. Snare driving and expenses. Call 868~~ l°.ftiG~l96. Leave message with Karen in
Need a ride to N.J. <or anywhere near> this
~';,.:'°1· I'll share expenses.
65&-5875. 10/26

Tbanb, 811
weekend

Typin~

- 7511' per page. Previous secretarial
experience. Call 742-0142. 11/9
Drum Lessons : Jazz, Rock, reading and
rudimental by schoolin~, working drummer,
reasonable. Call Daddy s Junky Music Store,
right next toKari-_,van stop in Portsmouth
436-1142. 10/29

Business from your home-. Couples, students,
professional and nan-professional. No
obligation nor investment. Second income
opportunity . Mr . Grant 664-2494. 11/
9

' Business : teacher will do business, personal
professional, student, or thesis typmg from
notes or dicUition. Reasonable rates. IBM
~~~~. ~~J~~e of style/pitch. Call Diana

Lost and Found
Lost-Three books, a notebpok and a record ir
a red and black bag in the Franklin Theate1
area Friday ni2ht. The books and notes art
much needed. Call Nancy, room 253 Stoke,
862-2373.
Lost or Stolen - ( l) pair of Rectalinear 3
speakers, on Homecoming Weekend, from
TKE Fraternity house - A $50 reward will be
given to the person who supplies information
reading to the s~akers recovery. Call 2-1300.
Askforahouseo£ficer.10/2.

Personals
The Halloween Carnival is coming again! At
Sackett House, Mini-Dorm;, on Thurs. Oct.
28. Throw sponges at your favorite
celebrities, CR.A. 's, H.R. 's, Dave Bianco and
more! >, win prizes and enJOY the food, beer
and music. The fun begins at 7:15P,M. Don'i
miss it!. 10/29.
·

9

Ladies night every Thursday Old Farm Pub
Locust St. Dover 742-9808. 11/5.
Win $20. Solve the Pi Mu Epsilon problem of
the month! A copy of the problem and rules
for winning available in the Math Office,
Room M312 King~b!!._ry Hall. 10/29.
G.R.R. Hope you enjoyed your Birthday surprise! There's a great year ahead if you look
m the right places. Love ya' Scorpio, Your
friends. 10/26.
To .my_ most beloved sister on her birthday.
HI SUE-. Wish you many more to follow until that great day. Much love, edd. 10/26.
To Carol, Sexy voice there, 91.3. Thanx for
the tunes. Weanesday night is forever. We
love ya, BO & 512. 10/26.

To the close minded 4th floor Devine girls we
met at Scorpio's on Wed . Oct. 13th. We empathize witli your train of thought andhope
that you'll ~omeday mature ancJ realize tne
error of your ways.P.S. Lee, keep thinkim•
Hugs - & kisses, -~our ~~out_ admir_!!rs
Spike- My body and I now know first hand '
how you got that nickname! ! ! Signed Bloody
Mary. 10/26.
Jeff and Linda- Howdy. Don't make yourselves strangers. Saw you a while ago, but
was driving other way. Still at same.apart
.ment. Give me a ring some time. 749-4948.
Ann Fletcher. U/2.
Ann E. Blanchard- Please get in touch with
me by 11/1/76. If not, will be forced into
drastic:..measures concerning OUR money
~t~~~i-~~9-4sfs~f1~~~ly . R. Ann Fletcher

1970 Cranbrook Mobile Home. 12'X60'; 3
bedroom, all set up in park, barnboard ·
panelling- $6800. Phone 742-8634. 10/26.
APARTMENT FOR RENT - 2 bedroom unfurnished aoartment, 4 miles from UNH) on
Kari-van. ~__yLrool, yard, parkmg,
good neighoors. $200 montll plus security
deposit. Available November 7 or earlier.
Sublet until May with option to continue with
new lease or possibly just extend for the
remainder of the school year. Children and
cat OK. Only clean, responsible people need
apply. Call 742~1after1 p.m. 10/29.

Come now ACACIA! Whatever happened to·
the 'good neighbor policy"?! Mayl>e next
time we can discuss it before calling in 'the
boys in blue'. All you had to do was ask. With
only the friendliest intentions, from your
NEW neighbors,6 Mill Rd. 10/26.

Female roommate wanted - to Share a
beautiful house in the woods. Three other
girls. Located 11/:! miles from campus onDurham Point road. $62.50 plus utilities . Call
868-5120. 10%29

Dwellings

. Roommates

~~e~foirr~:J~~~m~t;>!:ls~WWnin . &~~g~m~:~~o~~npa~t~~gd~~~

Barrington off Rte. 125, $70 includes all
utilities. Call 664-2174 or 332-6584. 10/22

And ....
Visit Europe 26 days in January, 16& days
skiing at Zermatt~yerbierJ.Leysm C.rosetesAvor1az, and Les Mosses.' r vorne' winecaves
Gruyere cheese factory, Bern~ Castles,
casino gambling, fantastic food, Slti lessons,
lift tick:ets, excursions, hotels, two meals a
day, p;trtie&,air fare ; under $800. Contact
Chris-Church Strafford House 148, 868-9818.
College credit possible. 10/26.
EUROPE76/'TlABC STUDENT/ TEACHER
.CHARTER FLIGHTS -CHEAPEST WAY
TO
GO-ONE-WEEK
TO
ONE
YEAR-GLOBAL TRAVEL, 521 FIFTH
AVE . N.Y. 10017
~:
REl,IABLE

winter months or rest of school year. Call
:OOS-9828 and ask for Carl. 11/15
_

,Horae stalls- three 10'sx12· box stalls
tavailable on 80 acre farm, Bennett Rd.
"Durham. $80. per month feed and hay included for more info, cail Highland House,
l659-{;374 after 5. 10/26. MEN'S AWARENESS WORKSHOP for
who w\sh to clarify values and share
feelings relatmg to personal and social coni scioUS!Jel?S - Topics include sex-roles. sup. port, intimacy competition, achievemen1
.and ~exuality . Sun. Oct. 31, 9-5, $15. Call Toni
·Marmo<207> 439-3528, Duane Karlen<207)
~ ~1, or write Box 283, Kittery Pt, Me .

1 mal~s
1

00

' 10/26.

Do. you type? paint?
print? cook? b~bysit?
fix? rake? sing? sew?
play? operate? organize?
decorate? dogsit?

..
sell your skills ID
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comics

Our Better Side

By Debbie Blood

Gherman
GHERMAN

continued from page 3

by Garry Trudeau

DOONESBURY
H~Y, 81.()Nf)f8, YOIJ
BCcN TAlKIN' TO
THATREPff;RN /JUP&

SO YOU 6QT7A
"!Ell IT 70 7HE
IAJOKLO!'l

!-fr mt: ''PV!11f" •
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\

One of her students said of her.
"She was a very efficient teacher. She was always wellprepared, always right on time. I
didn't really know her on a personallevel."
.
Fisher concluded. ·'The best I
can say is I'm sorry."

by Jeff Millar & Bill Hinds
WILL!f ',~;:>:A.\INGTON, Wl.\O WOULD·
1-V\Vl-" 6~EN THf; NVMB@<-ON~
PIC.K IF Tl-l~ PRO PK'AFT
l1ADN'T 8£~N l<UL.~D 1Ll£GAL,
WA~ ~f

Fll?7T BIG ~TAR TO

Gherman was an assistant
professor of English. She completed her BA in English at City
College of New York in 1969 and
her Ph.D at the University of
Massachusetts in 1975. She was
teaching courses in American
literature and women's studies
here. Gherman was born in Upner Darby. Pennsylvania, in 1942.
Her survivors are her husband,
Dr. Michael Gherman of New
York City and her father, Donald .
Lander, of Florida.
Les Fisher continued. "In the
brief time that I knew her she
managed to touch my life and I
think she-touched yours. I know
this comes to you as a profound
shock. ·

tl1; 12iE ~i!ii.~1i1Jt
WALTDISN~
~. ·~

.. -.~ i.':I
.

~
~
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WILL1~'5 ?ALAJ<V WILL Bf:"
~LL INTO 71X FIGUK'b7,

6UT l-\E: ~ID THAT WA~'T WUAT MAD(; ~tM PL.~D~ ...

~-

Mat. Fri •.$at • .ir. Sur:i. 2:00

PL(;D&l: OURING fl--\~ NFLRU?t..\ W~(;K

Eve. 7:00 & 9:00
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UNH BOOKSTORE
SPECIALS OF THE WEEK
Good Reading:
Judith Guest's ORDINARY PEOPLE
A story of the Jarrett family. Ordinary people to
whom something extraordinary happens.
Warm - Witty - Human
-$8:-95UNH Special Price $7.20

UNH SYMPHONY
Thursd~y, October 28

--

Oct.29 & 30
Black Cat Night
Its A Happening

.....-..

~

--i

Starts Wed.
Stanley Kubriel<'s

.A

~or

.

CLOCKWORK
ORANGE
R

7:00 & 9:00

Eve.

l

·s:OOp.m.
Gabrieli
Gounod
Haydn
Corelli
Hindemith

He's got to face a gunfight
or1cemore
to live up to his legend
once more
TO WIN JUST ONE MORE TIME.

Johnson Theater
Admission Free

For A Better Life:
Sylvia Porter's MONEY BOOK
a# I _b estseller on personal finances
now out in paperbac::k
UNH Special Price
1

our

$5.25

UNH BOOKSTORE on campus at Hewitt Hall.
Mon. - Fri . 8:00a.m. to 4:20p.m.
Tel 862-2141
Week of Oct 25th.

UNH BOOKSTORE
UNIVERSITY OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
DURHAM. N. H. 03824

LO\!V HONFST PRICFS!
GET YOUR MONEYS WORTH
SERIFS $6.98 lPs-$4.99 OR LESS
Cut-outs - 8-tracks - .Cassettes

~<

XA"\Al )ISC RECORD & TAPE SHOP
100 '.-i!.1ll· SL Pottsmouth

Fri. 'til Q p.m.

\l11n_ '-1.11. IG-t>
·t'li:--420

DOWNTOWN
COPY MACHINE
lOc No Need To Stand In

Lin~

CARE PhARM.ACY
P er f,[t
LA\~~ ••c.51·53
St
DURHAM NH
Dlal 161·2210
Copy ·
M11n

WHITEHOUSE
OPTICIA-NS, INC.

_ Tne
1

'.STRAND
Theatre

Designing Presuiption Glasses for over 65 Years

OUR NEW HOU8S

ta

Monday, Tuesday 8:30 AM-5:00 PM
Thursday and Friday 8:30 AM-6:00 PM IA
Saturday 8:30 AM-12:30 PM
·, .
Closed all day Wednesday .
1
~at
6 Broadway, Dover, N-.H. Telephone:742-1744
amertr.a

6:30-8:45
Prices

Alway~

$1.00

Third~··

Dover, NH
Starts Wednesday

Oct. 20-26
749-4123

·!•\'~i'
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This trainer starts practice
By Andy Sch a ch at
Ordinarily the beginning portion of a basketball practice is .
run by a ~oach or captain. But
this year the UNH basketball
team is doing things a little differently.
When practice starts at 4: 00 the
first ten minutes are run by
neither a coach nor a captain but
a trainer. Larry Briand, in his
fourth~ear as the UNH basketball trainer lead~ the team
throug!J a routme called
flexibility.
.
Flexibility is a series of
routines designed to flex and
stretch the muscles specificallv

used for a certain sport
"There is no need to incorporate a great number of exercises," Briand said in a recent interview, ''By doing these routines
thoroughly we will flex the particular muscle groups that
basketball players use.''
He explained further by saying,
"As we stretch our leg muscles
what we will be doing is improving· the leg muscles that
aU9w us to spring durin~
jumping."
.
The trainer also pointed out
another purpose for the program.
"By · doing these flexing
routin~s we can prevent injuries

Train er Larry Briand watch es Keith Di ck sen
(kneeling) and Bi II Del an ey do one of his
flexibility exercises. (Scott Spa u I ding photo)

and also prevent strains and pulls
that occur early in a season."
Briand learned about the idea
of flexibility through his training
experiences and studies. He was
convinced of its value when he attended symposium at the convention for the National Athletic
Trainers Assoctation last June in
Boston. he returned to Durham
convinced that such a program
would benefit the Wildcats.
"After three years with this
team I realized they were not
flexed to their capabilities,"
Briand said, ''The players were
rrt at tter hffit., arxi in.]lllies were ·
occuring. ''
·
Briand first sold the coaches on
the idea in September and
together they talked to the coca p ta ins Steve Singelais and
Peter Laskaris.
_"Assistant coaches Dwight
Pl!ters ana Boo Herry and I met
with Steve and Peter and
stressed the purpose of the
program," explained Briand.
This let them know what was
going on so they could answer
any questions the rest of the team
had."
Though practice is less than
two weeks old the results seem te
have shown already.
Without
the
exercises
Singelais believes, ''We would be
a lot tighter than we are.
Everyone seems looser."
The other co-captain seems
just as enthusiastic.
"I think it will help" said
Laskaris, "It gives everyone a
chance to loosen up." .
Briand would like ..to see the
flexibility routines use4 more
widely.
"As the physiological finding ii;i
the college labs increase concer. ~ ning . fl~xibilitYI hope__ we can

Harrier's prepare for YC meet
By Lee Hun sa k er
The Cross Country team finished
out their regular season schedule
last Saturday by losing a double
dual meet to both UConn and
URI.
In a double dual meet the
scores are computed on a two
school meet basis giving each
school two sets of scores. Final
scores were URI 27, UNH 30 and
UConn 15, UNH 44. UConn took
the meet defeating URI 17-42.
Had it been a tri-meet where all
of the schools compete together
in one race UNH would have
finished second with 30 points
whereas URI would have been
last with 40 points.
·
Though the win-loss record of
the Harriers this year is not that
impressiye they do hold to be a
threat at the upcoming Yankee
Conference.
UNH coach John Copeland was
·happy with the outcome of the
meet noting that several of the
runners are now hitting their
prime running form.
·~1 thought the times were very
. good considering that it was windy and very cold," sai~ Copeland,
" But the thing that we were actually very happy about is that
we ran without <Gary) Crossan,
<Peter) Hebert and (John)
Weston and some others and
were still able to run very well."

·

-roe

Crossan has missed the last two we're pretty sure we can do it,"
out of three meets due to an ankle stated Copeland.
injury.
The course that is going to be
· "We're not sure but we think run is the Franklin Park course
it's a ligament da~age in the in Boston with Boston University
ankle." stated Copeland, "We'll being the host school.
know more after Gary sees the
"It's a hilly course," said
doctor on Tuesday !today)."
Copeland, "With some of the hills
Copeland, however, didn't ex:. running a quarter of a mile long.
press much concern stating that There's quite a bit of grass but
Crossan is in excellent shape also quite a bit of pavement. It's a
otherwise and "can comeback pretty fast course."
and run five miles competitively
.The terrain however is not unwithout any problem."
familiar to the Ca ts as they ran ·
In the meet itself Connecticut the course ear lier this season
finished 1, ~ 3 with all three run- against-Northeastern.
,
ners clocked at the same time of
Following the Yankee Con23:26. The first Wildcat to cross ference meet, UNH will again
the line · was co-captain Dave travel back to Boston on the sixth
Gelinas at 23: 53.
of November for the New
· Mark Berman then came in Engla.nds that will be run over
tenth at 24:05 and Glenn Hilton the same Franklin Park course.
finished 13th at 24:21.
"Mark ran probably the best
UNH vs. AIA
race that he's run this year,"
commented Copeland. "Glenn
Nov. ,2
also looked very good and kept
his poise at the end.'-'
Tickets at
Both Berman and Hilton have
missed several meets this year
the
due to injuries.
Turning to the Yankee ConField House
ference, Copeland is very enthusiastic about the possible outcome.
"At the beginning of the season
it looked .as if URI was going to
beat us in the conference but now
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Larry Hri and helps co-capt a ins Steve Sing el a is and Pet er
Laskaris do one ·of Briands exercises prior to yesterday's
practice. (Scott Spaulding photo>

develop a particular fJexilJility . commg <;>ut of high schools today
program for each· individual have.no idea and concep.t concersport."
ning . flexibil.i ty,, to. mcr~ase
The trainer pointed out that the athletic potential, Briand said.
UNH football team uses a
Whether the flexibility routines
flexibility program.
will make the Wildcats ·,a be~ter
"Also I hope these ideas would basketball team or not only time
filter down to high school sports will tell. ~ut f~r now the team
programs because the kids believes m this new .c_onceJi)t.
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SKYDIVING
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$35.00 first jump
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Thursdays

Send $1.00 for your up-to-date,
192-page, mail order catalog.

Students Only
· $40.00 weekends

11926 Santa Monica Blvd.
Los Angeles, Ca. 90025
Original research also -.vailable.

Classes begin at 11:00 a.m.

Enclosed is $1 .00.
Please rush the catalog to:

Rochester Airport
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Runs for 197 yards -

Cappadona leads
UNH .past Huskies
Bv

MikeM~nigan

. .

.

While the score made the con-

Withfour mmutes remammg m test look fairly even, the Wildcats
last Saturday's UNH, North- controlled the play all afternoon.
eastern football game, the Cappadona carried the load for '
publlic address announc;er broke UNH. as the Cats :used a coninto the windswept autu"ln air .... sistant, crunching ground game.
"In a Yankee Conference game
The Huskies, on the other hand,
at Amherst, Massachu.setts. In after falling behind .21-0 had to
the fourth quarter, Massachuset- revert to the passing game in
ts 6..... . Connecticut 28," the UNH hopes of the big play. Huskie
sideline erupted with shouting auarterback Clark CrowJP,y, fplt
and ch~ers.
the UNH defensive pressure and
Two plays _later, halfback ·completed only 10 of 35 passes,
UNH tailback George Cappadona (42) breaks a ta·ckel in Saturday's game. CapGeorge Cappadonia swept his left for 222 yards.
end and rambled 34 yards into the
But even as the Huskies fell 21 padona rushed for 197 yards and two touchdowns. (Ed McGrath photo)
end zone, insuring UNH's 35-21 points back, they refused te quit
to
U
victory.
and the big play philosophy paid .

He was an unlikely hero.
There was no Bill Burnham, no
Dave Loehle. The day belonged to
George Cappadona.
Coming off the bench to sub for
the injured Burnham, the junior
tailback set a school record for
attempts (in a game) carrying 42
times, en route to a 197 yard performance and two touchdowns.
"George certainly ran hard,"
said UNH coach Bill Bowes after
the game. ''He broke some
tackles and that's what a good
back has to do. George gave us
the kind of running that we
haven't had that often."
Cappadona himself felt the effects of the workhorse role, a role
which has fallen upon the UNH
tailback all season long.
"It sure felt like 40 carries,"
Cappadona said. "That artificial
turf is a lot harder than regular
grass. I got a little banged up out
there:"

off as they drew back into a 21-21
fourth period' tie.
"To their credit, they didn't
give up," Bo~es said. "They
gave us a little scare, as they
seemed to try harder three
touchdowns behind .." ·
The Cats held on though getting
the big play of their own.
In the third quart~r defensive
tackle Bill Logue intercepted a
Crowley pass on the UNH 25.
Logue raced for 75 yards and a
touchdown only to see his effort
nullified by a penalty.
A few series later, Crowley
rolled out to pass, defensive end
Doug Stockbridge, chased
Crowley and forced him out of
bounds before he could get a pass
off.
:
"My job on that kind of play
was to contain," Stockbridge
said, "There's no way I'm going
to let him get outside.
"I was inst fighting off the

~~~~~~i~n~u/of
~~~~~~~nate ~~~;~~~~~~~~fD"-an
. Later m the period; the Huskies ~=~=~=·=~=~=·

controlled the ball and ·the
momentum at their own ten yard
line following an interception of a .
Jeff Allen pass.
- On the second play from
scrimmage, UNH's Bill Dedrick
andCharlieMcM~honstackedup
NU halfback Kevm Foley. Foley
coughed up the ball and Dedrick
recovered.
"Charlie and I both hit him
(Foley),'' Dedrick said in the
locker room following the game.
"I heard somebody yell 'ball' so I
looked up and the ball was right
there. I just fell on it."
That set up the go ahead touchdown, a five yard pass from Allen
to tight end Bill Wharff who was
standing and waving all alone in
the end zone.
"I was open all day," Wharff
said. "On the touchdown play, the

Iler1I·hy .~~~~~~~~~~~~~~;~;~;~;~;~~~~~~~~~~~;~~;~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~;~~;~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~U~
:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:::-:·:·:·:·:·:·:·.··~·!·~·!·!·!·~·!·!·:·!·:·:·:·:·:·:·.···
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UNH the ba ll game

.
Although the final score was UNH 35 and Northeastern 21, and
even though the score was tied at 21-21 at one point in the fourth
quarter, last Saturday's Wildcat victory over the Huskies_ was
more one-sided than it might look, and the score would have been
also had it not been for a generally poor job done by the officials in
the second half of the game.
In the first half, UNH scored the first three touchdowns of the
game and appeared to be heading for another romp like last
year's 56-7 Wildcat victory.
Only a UNH mistake on a fumble late.in the second quarter inside the Wildcat 40 yard line allowed the Huskies to get on the
scoreboard before the half ended with UNH in the lead 21-7.
Then in the second half, a barrage of penalties were bestowed
on the Wlldcats, all of which were costly, allowing the Huskies to
tie the score.
FOOTBALL, page 13
Overall the penalty statistics for each team were quite even.
UNH was penalized ten times in the game for a total of 98 ·yards,
•while Northeastern was hit with nine penalties_for 95 yards.
However, in the second half, when it appeared UNH would run
away with the game, the Cats were penalized five times, all of
them major 15 yards personal fouls, for a total of 75 yards. On the
other hand, NU was penalized four times in the second half, three
of which were five yards offsides penalties, for a total of 30 yar~.
"I'm going to say this," said a disturbed Bill Bowes after the
game "both last week and today we've been hit with a series of
questionable penalties, many of which I don't feel were justified.''
"Of course there are going to be close calls in a game but for the
last two weeks it seems every time there was a close call it went
against us. All of a sudden after our team jumps out to a big lead,
the penalties start coming. It's like the officials are trying to
make the ga~e close by penalizing us.''
One penalty tpat stands ·01it as particularly costly to the Wildcats last Saturday came in the third quarter with UNH in the lead
21-7.
After the Cats were unsuccessful in trying to convert a fourth
down play on the Huskie 30 yard line, NU took control of the ball
and began driving to the UNH goal.
Seven plays later on a fourth and five play from the Wildcat 25
yard line, Huskie quarterback Clark Crowley took the snap and
rolled out to his right looking for a receiver downfield.
A good pass rush by the UNH front four, forced Crowley to pass
the ball in a hurry, which he did, right into the reaching hands of
Wildcat defensive tackle Bill Logue.
The six foot 233 pound sophomore then proceeded to ramble his
way down the left sideline, breaking several tackles, on his way to
a 70 yard return for the touchdown.
·
Defensive tackle Joe Marinelli (77) sticks it to Northeastern 's 'running back
of
Wildcat
players
were
Or
so
it
appeared,
because
as
a
crowd
Kasa bi an . (Ed M cGra th photo)
mobbing Logue with congratulations in the endzone, attention
was directed back upfield where the interception originated,
where a lone yellow flag had been thrown on the artificial turf.
Much to the disbelief of everyone, especially Logue, roughing
the quarterback was called against UNH, negating the touchdown
and giving the ball back to NU on the UNH 13 yard line.
By Paul Keegan
Tournament Committee's
Three plays later, the Huskies scored to make it 21-14 and on
The pain showed on the face of decision.
the ball in the net.' '
NU's very next play from scrimmage, Crowley hooked up with
UNH Women's field hockey
The Tournament spans seven
UMass didn't have that
halfback Kevin Foley coming out of the backfield, for a 95 yard
Coach Jean Rilling. Recounting eastern states including New problem as they scored the lone
pass play for another touchdown to tie it at 21 all.
the story of her team's abysmal York and the six New England goal of the day in second half on a
"After I made the interception," said Logue after the game
play in the first half of their 1-0 states.
drive from the edge of the scor"Kevin McCarthy <UNH defense tackel) threw a block on the
loss to UMass Saturday was not
The Springfield win 0-0 last
ing circle.
quarterback (Crowley). It was a perfectly legal block because I
something she enjoyed.
Thurl'dav) helped our rating,
"It was not so much that they
already had the ball and after an interception like thafanyone is
But then her face broke into a said Rilling, ''I figured we should
played well as that we helped to
open for a block."
huge smile.
oe in ;it least the top six, out I
make them look good,'' said
_ This sentiment was also reiterated by Bowes. "There is no way
"However, the big thing," she didn't anticipate that we would be
Rilling.
that there could have been roughing the quarterback on that play.
said, gratefully changing the sub- this high up."
She did manage to find
The interception had already been made before the block was
ject. "is that we have been
Of Saturday's defeat, Rilling something about the game.
thrown."
seeded number twn 1n the North- confessed, "I've never seen my
"Normally, we're on top from the
So instead of the score being 2 8-7 in favor of the Wildcats, it was
theast Regional Tournament. ,,
t~am play so poorly as in the first
beginning," she said. "But we
21-14 and from there the Huskies eventually tied the game.
The announcement, delivered half of the game. It was a total proved that we could come back,
Fortunately the Wildcats were able to regroup enough to score
Sunday, came as a very pleasant disaster. We missed balls that we which we never had to do
two
more touchdowns to assure themselves of the victory.
surprise for the Wildcats, who normally have no trouble with."
before."
"I don't know w~at it is," said Bowes "but I don't like the way
will join number one seed
"After getting up at 6 a.m.,
The Wildcats, now 3-1-2, will
we have been treated. We've been lucky so far and have been able
Springfield College as the· top two then sitting through a three hour
host Keene State College today at
to bounce back and still win the games but someday it's going to
teams to beat come November -.bus ride, ·we looked asleep out 3:30. They will travel to Dartcost us a ball game.''
4th at Brown University.
there."
mouth
on
Friday
and
Apparently, the Wildcats' loss
"In the second h8:lf, we really
Brutgewater the followmg Monto UMass, their first all season, put the pressure on," she said.
day for a preview of these two
had little or no affect on the "But we just couldn't seem to get
tournament-bound teams.
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